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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report considers the imraCt of patriotic motives on

decisions by youths to enlist in the armed forces and on

their subsequeat military service. It describes (a) how

often those serving in the miltary claim to do so for

patriotic reasous, (b) the sccial sources of patriotic

attitudes, and (c) the behavioral consepiuences of being

patriotically motivated for one's military career. The

deszription is cast in a theoretical framework whiab

challenges the practice of focusing primarily on levels of

pay and other market-linked conditions of work theu
establishkag ailitary manpower pQlicy. Normative and

noneconoaic factors, especially patriotic factors, must also

be takep icto account. We define patriotism as the

readiness to act in the service of one's country.

our principal conclusion is that patriotic motives play a

persistent and isportant Irt in affecting the quality and

composition of the all-volunteer force. Consequently*,

explanation of oulistment dUcisions based solely ca a

V$ market oodel of society are unlikely to provide an adequate

explanation oL why youths volunteer for silitary setvice.

Evidence in support of Out argusent is bastd ot an

analysis of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth--19eO

and the 1979 &FEES survey, The "in findings can be

,-. summarized as follows:o

-I models of the enlistment process, based solely

on the economic approach, underestimate the importance of



normative and noneconomic factors.

2. Willingness to assert patriotic motives for enlisting

has persisted through the years of the dll-volunteer force
and, today, can be regarded as the most important single

reason explaining why youths enlist.

3. The distribution of patriotic attitudes among those
serving in the military cross-cuts characteristic social
structural positions defined by race, educational
attainment, rigion, place of residence, and parent's

occupation.

4. The transmission of patriotic attitudes is linked to

interpersonal processes of primary group contact among

family and frieuds, processes vbicb other studies have shown

to be crucial in shaping the orientation of youths toward

military service. The substance of what sicrosocial

processes transmit, however, varies with macrosociolog.cal

factors defining the historical and cultural context.

5. Poople who enlist for patriotic teasons are *ore
rA likely than others to fill roles which are rentral to the

military's missions. Because patriotic attitudes are tot

systeamatically associated with social structural *ositions.

.their impact mitigates trends toward oterrepresentation of

dirsadvantaged youths ih combat anod military roles.

6. Vhether measured suhiectively or objectively, those

who enlist for patriotic reasoes are more effective role

performers than those who enlist for other reasons.

These findings must be properly interpreted. they do not

warrant crude marketing strategies by which "patriots* among

youth could be identified as a special market segment toward



which to direct recruiting programs. Advertising programs

that describe what the military does are more likely to LE

appropriate. Such descriptions define the current mission

of the military and make clear its status as a spEcial

institution in which those who choose can work effectively

to serve their country.

9i



*' CUAPTEE I

PATRIOTISM IN THE POST-VIETNAM PEBIOD

1. Purpose and Scope

This report considers the injact of patriotic motives on

decisious by youths to enlist in the armed forces a9d on

their subsejuent ailitary service. It has two purposes,

descriptive and analytic. The first ,purpose is to describe

how often those serving in the military claim to do sc for

patriotic reasous, that is, as a service to their country.

It is• also to doscribe the social characteristics of those

who make such c-lais aud to see in what way (if any) they

can bo disticquished true their Coelbloy-sver-s vho makc ua

similar claim. Aud it is to compare tho experienct of
4'.,

military life had by those who claim to be patriotically

motivated with the military ezFerience had by those ubo do

oat. These des-criptious coastitute the bulk of the resort.

The purpose may not seem to warrant the bulk, for ubo doubts

the patriotic motives of American *ilitary personnel? Etil1

'* - the level, of oat ignorance about the relative importance oa

normative factors, of vtich the patriotic is one, in guiding

youths to participate in ttc all-volunteer force is

difficult to exaggerate. only a limited number of erFirical

studies have beeo done which hbae data bearin-§ on the issuP

and tbse have cot alvays been analyzed with questions afout



normative motives in mind. Tbere is, then, a void which we

hope to fill in what is Ynown about how normative,

especially about how patriotic, motives affect young FecFle

serving in the all-volunteer armed forceS.

The second purpose is analytic. Students of military

manpower policy have neglected to study the operaticn of

patriotic motives at least in part because they have heen

guided in their thinking on this subject by a "market model"

of society. A basic assumption of this model is that jeople

act rationally to satisfy utilities. Society is believed to

be comprised of "rational actors" who compete against one

another to acquire things, whether material or not, which

satisfy their particular wants. It is not Impossible to

talk about normative factors while adhering to such a model,

but it is difficult. Neither the language of rational

calculation or the image of ccmpetitive society geared to

satisfy individual wants can easily capture th. ideas of

self-sacritico or dutiful service to a political community

which our ordinary notion of pattiotism typically connotes.

For this reason, primarily, but others as well (discussed in

s Section 2 below), our conceptual apparatus for analyzing

S sach complex normative motives as patriotism is not

well-developed. We shall try here to remedy that problem

someoihat by casting the descriptive parts of this report in

terms uf an dnalytic framework to te developed (lattr or) in

this chapter.

The Juistification for pursuing either purpose is that

patciotic motives are a more signiticant factor affecting

enlistment decisions than is recognized by current

'.2



researchers and military manpower planners concerned with

the subject. Our central thesiz is that patriotic motives

play a persistent and important part in affecting the

quality and composition uf the all-volunteer armed forces.

Consequently, explanations of cnlistment decisions tased

solely on the market model cf social organization are

unlikely to provide an adequate explanation of why youths

volunteer foa military service.

A basic question, of course, is whether there is evidence

to permit evaluation ot thii thesis. There is, though

"certain limits on the ivaildab-1lity of evidence do affect the

scope of ou. -Ludy. First, the data most relevant to our

concerns hav* been gathered in the 1970s or 1980. While

there are earlier studies of teasous for enlistment uhich

include questions about both economic and normative motives,

the impact of the draft on decisions to enlist during the

early post-World War I1 period metes it hard to use these

data for comparison with the current situation. Our claims

are limited temporally to the 6ost-Vietnam i.jriod or, more

"specifically, to the period after the end of coancription.

Second, the studios we examine in this recent period bave

focused attention on enlisted rather than officer Ferscanel.

The focus is justified substantivaly on the presumption that

filling the ealisted ranks is a more difficult and

challcnqingj task in the all-volunteer recruiting

environment. Consequently, out claims deal only witt the

. *effects of normative motivations of enlisted perscnnel

sorving iu the post-Vietnam era of the all-volunteer force.

*'. Fortunately, for our purroscs, there have been a nuhber

3



of studies done in this period which do consider toth

normative motives and econcmic incentives underlying

decisions by young people t.o enlist. The most impcrtant of

these studies are the Armed Forces Entrance and Examination

Station (AFEES) questionaires Feriodically administered as

part of the in-processing of a large number of recruits and

the National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) survey of youth,

begun in 1979 and carried on annually since, which will

eventually supply the first longitudinal data available

about youths serving in the silitary. These and other

surveys drawn on iz our study are described in Apiendix A.

We would prefer, ot course, to have longitudinal data for

use right now (we do not) and we would prefer to have

interview data which provides a richer store of information

than survey questions for which response categories have

been fixed a priori. That we do not, limits tt.e kind of

inferences we can make. Nevertheless, the available

evidence is impressive in its guality and, as we shall see,

in the degree to which it couverges to support our main

contention that patriotic motivaticns play an important role

in affecting enlistment and service in the armed forces.

The object of the rest of tIkis chapter is to establish a

theocetical framework for analy2ing these data. In the next

sectiob, we provide a brief overview of contemporary thought

about pitriotism to afford a view of why this factor has

been neglected or oeen thought to be irrelewvnt for

discussion ot military manpower planning in the ISl0S. rn
section 3, we show that eajirically, despite lacking much

official en-ouragevent, patrictism continues to te



considered an important justification for military service

by those who serve. In the fourth section we offer a

definition of patriotism to guide our analysis. We clarify

its meaning by comparing it to alternative definitions and

by exploring its implications tcr thinking about the secial

process of enlistment. Finally, in the fifth secticn, we

summarize the plan of the work.

2. Neglect of Patri.otism and Military Manpower Policy

The study ef jatriotism has been neglected by social

science and by manpooer analysts advising the vilitary.

Their neylect is easily documented. (1) It is less easily

understood, especially during the period of the all-

volunteer force. The historizal record highlights the role

of patriotic faotors in expiaI-ing levels of recruitment

into the armed forces. trom the French Bevolution through

World War II, the repGated qobili&atioans of mass armies to

fight "total## waLs depended 4n an impertaut extent cn

patriotic enthusiasm. (2) Suc 4 ai scientists are aware cL

these facts. H.esmcoh done fn the Wehrmacbt in World War !I

told of the importance of attach:ent to symbols of

nationhood for understanding levels of unit cihesion. (3)

Such research might nave provided the basis for further work

about the role of attachient to symbols--or more

specifically of patriotism and nationalism--in affecting

rates of volunteering for and tervice in the military. (4)

But it did not. The question is why? There are three

5



reasons which we think help answer the question: the

organization ot social science research, the negative and

critical attitude held by many scholars toward patriotism

vhich has discouraged research on the subject, and the

adoption by social scientists and manpower analysts cf a

utilitarian outlook for explaining social behavior.

The first reason is important if we are to avoid

attributing too much intentionality to the neglected study

of patriotic factors. The pcint has recently been

emphasized by Morris Janowitz. Addressing this issue, he

reminds us that social scientists "dc not operate with a

carefully worked out research agenda," but rather *stuamble

from project to project" with the result that crucial data

needed to study an issue are often lacking. (5) Since the

end of World War II, social science research of the military

has been increasiny both in the number of studies done and

in the range of topics covered. (6) Still there are limits

to what is covered, not all of which are established by the

scarcity of resources. So long as the research topics to be

pursued are chosen treely as the result of the curiosity and

interests of individual scholars or at the behest of various

research sponsors, each of whom has his own curiosity and

interests to satisfy, not every topic that might be studied

will be studied. Tho range of topics covered will be a

fragment of what it is possible to do. Studies done will be

concentrated, unevenly, in different areas, at differentI
times as dictated by fashions Drcvailing in each disciFlinc

and by the real opportunities for intellectual advance. If

the study of patriotism has been neglected, it has been toSngetet
*¶1 •



some extent an unintended consequence of the way research

agendas are established and carried out.

Nonetheless, it is true that many scholars have reacted

negatively toward patriotism and have been critical of what

they thought it stood for. lheir reaction, drawing its

strength from two sources, is also partly responsible for

neglect of the study of patriotism. One source of their

negativism is the belief that patriotism entails an

uncritical loyalty toward the naticn-state and an

unquestioning obedience to the commands of government. Such

patriotism can lead to an unjustified aggrandisement of the

power of the state. (7) Citizens whose loyalty is unbridled

by any other, especially more proximate loyalties cannot act

responsibly to check policies followed either by a vainly

imperious or a well-meaning, but incompetent governsent.

The enormous destruction of husan lives during World War I

remains the vital symbol of the problem, As local

attachments are undermined, such failures of leadership are

bound to recur not only in war, but in other spheres as

national government assumes more and greater

responsibilities until eventually it overreaches its grasp.

There is a sense, articulated by Robert Nisbet, that this is

the course we are on. According to this view, patriotism

which was the lifeblood of the national political community

is losing its vitality; desgicated, it is no longer

important. (8)

The second source of negativism reacts rather to the

impotence than to the overreacbing power of the state. It

* is based on the belief that patriotism sustains parochial



identification and commitments to particular interests which

are futile and counterproductive in the face of modern

weaponry. The bleak prospects of nuclear war make mockery

of substantive claims to national sovereignty. The loyalty

LM of citizens tied too closely to the nation blocks

identification with the "one world" of humankind whicb is

needed to force governments to recognize their weakness and

work seriously for effective disarmament. (9) Patriotism is

an anachronism according to this view and an obstacle to

peace. Aware of the role intellectuals played in

cultivating intense nationalistic sentiments at the turn of

the century (10), there is now among many an understandable

reluctance to undertake research which might stir patriotic

sentiments. The dangers of misunderstanding are real.

Both sources of negativism toward national patriotism

sustain doubt about the capacity of national governments to

rule authoritatively whether owing to the lack of competing

local patriotisms or to the lack of a larger world-eabracing

attachment. Their doubt resonates with the cynical attitude

toward political authority which characterizes the

"advocacy" reporting of mass media journalists. (11)

Nevertheless, the warrant for doubt can be exaggerated. The

negativism is based on beliefs about patriotism which are in

need of reconstruction (see section 4 below).

Finally, social scientists asd manpower analysts have

neglected to study patriotism because they have adopted a

market-model approach to their study of social organization.

The approach is not difficult to explain. The logic is

utilitarian and rationalist. According to the market model,

.4



individuals are abstracted from their social frame and

supposed to be autonomous beings internally impelled to

pursue (with varying degrees of avidity) the satisfaction of

their wants. To do so, individuals enter into exchanges

with one another or with the major institutions of society.

They are free (and should be free) to calculate which among

"a set of alternative courses is the one most likely to help

them achieve their aims. They should not be arhitrarily

restrained from pursuing that course. (12) The extent to

which this model has been adopted by researchers concerned

with military recruitment is striking ard undeniable. It

underpins current research into levels of pay and the

conditions of work as well as studies of youth attitudes

tovard the military. The Fritary purpose is "market

research;" it is to determine what segments among the youth

populaton are most attracted to the "product" which the

military has to offer. Indeed, the market outlook has

become so 4ominant as to achieve for some the status of

dogma. As noted in a recent paper by John Paris, when

confronted with data which dc not fit the model, these

researchers are willing to throw them out, treating them as

ahberaut rather than as evidence casting doubt on the model.

(13)

Adoption of the market model was not foreordained

especially in regard to military manpower policy. At the

close of World War I1, there was a strong presumption within

the armed forces that military service vas an obligation and

that presumption was evidently widely shared by members of

the civilian population through the 1960s. (14) The cbange



in outlook can be dated by acceFtance of the Gates

Commission report in 1970 which recommended establishipg an

all-volunteer force. Not the reccmmmendation per se, but

the logic justifying it sustains the claim. Rather than

obligation, military service was viewed as a job. Failure

to pay wages comparable to those paid in the civilian

sector, whether to draftees or tc career service personnel,

was to impose a burden, a special "tax', to be borne by those

in the military, but not by others. Adopting a more

equitable system ot pay would enatle the military to attract

into its ranks a large enough number of qualified ycuths

that the draft could be abolished. It would end the system

of "shilden taxation", which low payed conscripticn had

imposed on some, and distribute the costs of defense more

fairly across the whole population. (15) The presueptica cf

a military obligation, of ccurse, was abandoned. And

patriotic motivations to serve uere largely beside the

point. Not that the Gates Commission lacked regard foe the

patriotism of those serving. Pather, the commissioners

believed that patriotic motivations varied independently of

market-based economic incentives to join the military. they

saw no reason to suppose that those who joined for bigher

pay or bettor working conditions would be Less motivated to

serve their country than those who Joined at lover rates of

pay. (16) Consequently they felt free to reccmmend a

strategy for recruitment into av all-volunteer force %bich

put primary emphasis on the a~rket-linked factors of pay

and conditions of work. Consideration of patriotism--or any

other normative factor--was jud~cd to be largely irrelevant

10



for the construction of military manpower Folicy. As it was

put in one study prepared for the Gates Commission, "We . .

: assume that, in principle, the individual can evaluate

non-pecuniary ;osts and benefits in pecuniary terms." (17)

In sum, recent yedrs have not been ones to encourage the

study of patriotism as an important factor affecting levels

of enlistment in the all-volunteer force. Negativism towarl

patriotism within the social sciences generally has not

created a climate in which such studies could flourish.

Adoption of an approach toward lilitary manpower policy that

emphasizes market incentives rather than political

obligations has also helped to produce if not a conspiracy

of silence, at least silence on this issue.

3. Persistence of Patriotic Motivation

Given qreater emphasis on cconcmic incentives and the

lack of attention paid to pattiotic motives by recruitment

policy, it is surprising but im.ortant to note the extent to

which enlisted personnel report that they volunteered for

military service out of a desire to serve their country.

Uniform trend data are not available for every service cver

the years following the end of ccnscripticn. What data are

available, however, show that young people do regard

patriotic motivation as an isportant factor influencing

their decision to ealist.

The most dramatic evidence of this fact is available from

random sample surveys of enlisted personnel done by the U.S.



Army for the years 1974 to 1981. The relevant data ark

summarized in Table 1-1. Not suprisingly, career soldiers

are nearly unanimous in agreeing with the statement that

"#everyone should have to serve his or her country in some

way." There are modest fluctuations from year to year in

the exact percentage reported. These fluctuations should

not distract one from perceiving the strong and enduring

"attitude favoring natonal service amog enlisted perscnnel

serving beyond the first term. Althougb their attitude was

less homogenous, first-term servers share the careerists'

orientation in favor of the idea of having to serve ote's

country. Particularly noteworthy is the sharp uFswinc in

the percentage of those who agree that service is required,

from its low of 59.4% in 1979 to its high or 78.11 in 1981.

Perhaps more important, the gap in outlook separating

first-term and career servers narrowed perceptitly after

1970.

These data reflect the prccess of self selection of

miltary personnel from that segment of the American

population most inclined to telieve in the importance of

national service. Not that these trend data support the

hypothesis that the military have become more insulated from

American society on this issue of serving one's country.

Gallup poll data suggest a trend of opinion regarding the

requirement of national service similar to what we observe

for first-term servesrs. In 1973, 63% favor some form of

natioual service for males, in 1977 the Fercentage is 621

and in 1979, 60%; but in 1981, 71% of those polled favor

some form of national service. To be, sire young Fec lc



Table 1-1. Percent in Army Vho Strongly Agree or Agree that
"Everyone Should Have to serve His or Her Country in Szce

* ,ay", 1974-1981 (enlisted perscinvel only)

Year First Term career Servers

1981 78.1 89.7

1980 .68.4 84.6

1979 65.6 80.1

1978 59.4 81.5

1977 64.9 83.9

1976 62.5 81.1

1975 64.2 82.5

1974 62.6 85.1

Source: ilumou Hesources Dovelopment Directoxate, Perscnnel
Departseat, U.S. Aramy soldier Survey, 1974-1561

*1
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between the ages of 18 and 24 are far less likely than thE

"population as a whole to favor any requirement of national

service. Yet, in recent years, even young people have

looked with increasing favor cn some sort of required

4.: national service. While only 42% favored such a requirement

in 1979, down from 50% in 1977 and 51% in 1973, 5E% favored

such a requirement in 1981. On the basis of these figures,

increased support Ior national service among first term

servers mirrors a similar trend within the civilian

population. (18)

Differences in the level cf agreement in favor cf a

requirement to serve one's country between young feople in

the civilian population and those serving in the military

provide us with au indirect measure of the effects cf

patriotic motivationt on enlistment rates. The assuapticn is

that those who favor a requirercut for national service ar

more likely thana oters to be self motivated to enlist out

of a desire to serve their couutry.

lore direct measures are available for enlisted kerscnael

from AFEES survey data collected in 1971, 1977, and 1979.

In the 1971 survey re-1pondents veto asked uhetner a desire

*to serve my couatrym was a "strong iuflueoce," osooe

* uifluence," or "no ianfluence" on the respondents' 0ecisictz

to enlist. Only 18.3% said it had *no iniluouce" on their

decision, while 4ý.21 said it vas a "strong influence" and

31.51 said it was "some influencc." Of the 11 othet reasons

for enlisting included in tis survey only three tasons

influenced a larger projcrtion of the samjle. These data

provide a benchaark by which to evaluate changcs in the

14.4



post-Vietnam period. The data :or 1977 confirm our

hypothesis that the patriotic wctive has peristed as an

important factor affecting enlistments dcspite the end of

conscription and the greater emphasis on market-tased

economic incentives. Presented with a much longer list of

26 reasons for enlisting, only 17.6% of the respondents in

1977 report that wantingj "to sexve my country" was "not

important to ealistment," while 42.6% said it was "somewhat

important" and 39.9A that it was "very important" to their

enlistment* The survey tor 1919 permits us to assess how

important the desire to serve cuic's country is. Ca a list

of 11 possible reasons for enlistment, "to serve my country"

was chosen as the most important or second most important

reason by over 20% of all respondents. (19)

In the NLS survey for ISUD, the respondents most

coaparable to retondents in tte AFEES samples ate thoss

young people vho have ealistvd but are not yet servicg in

the arnnd forces. The level at which thesoe respondents

report enlisting "to serve one's country" (83.1%) is

comparable vith the levels re-otted in earlier years ty

recent recruits in the Army*

Overall, Uhether we look at general indicators of

attitudes toward required naticral service or more personal

explanations of why enlisted personnel enlist, there is a

pattern of persistence and perhaps even an upswing in the

importance oL attributions to serviag one's country. these

findings are central to our analysis, for we shall argue,

patriotism is the readiness to act in the service of cue's

cOcunt ry.

15



4. The leaning of Patriotism

Patriotism is often defined as "love of one's country"

but to do so seems to adopt a definition that lacks precise

meaning. As Francis Coker wrote in his article on this

subject for the Encycloaedia of the 5. ScicegDcs "there

is little agreement among equally intelligent and public

spirited men as t.o what is meant ty one's country, who cue's

fellow countrymen are, what services and sacrifices one cwes

them and what sor, of social conduct follows naturally from

the patriotic attitude." (20) Ccker neglected to add how

little agre -ment there is &bout wb&-. we mean by "love" when

we refer to our att,ýkihmeats tc a collectivity. No matter

what definition we choose, we may not be able to escape this

prohleia entirely.

The difficulty is that ordinarily we use "patriotisi" as

a term of evaludtion rather than as a zvoutral terv

describing some easily verifiable fact about a person. Our

use of it is unlike (say) our use of the word "gentleiat" iL

its original meaning, which designated a man with a coat of

arms andI landed property, but iz like our use of "gentlsman"

in its curcent meaning, leslnating someone who ttbaver

well. "Lo~iny one's country", like "behaving well," is a

term of praise that carries no readily agreed upon seaning.

Consequently, to say someotie is a Datriot reveals wore about

;4 the attitude of the .eaker than about the objective

behavior ot the persou spoken aoit,. (21) The difficulty is

illustrated graphically when we recall the disapirotation

early Americans accorded such rritish patriots as tccas

16



Hutchinson, o01ce yovernor of tlic Massachusetts cclony, or

Benedict Arnold. (22) Despitc the difficulties, it is

es.ential for social science research to establish the

seaning of patriotism as much as possible in terms that

allow us to use it as a neutral term describing something

definite aboit the social pheomena we are t6yinq to

understand.

For our purposes then, patriotism is the readiness tc act

in the service ot one's country. It is an attitude, an

orientation to act in a particular way. It includes a

cognitive o," critical component of beliefs about the

existence of a duty or obligatico to serve one's country and

about the way such duties and oaligations can be discharged.

123) These beliots are comelcA;. They are not usually

clearly artictlatod within the rinds of sost individuals.

They operate within us nonetheless and, to an imoretant

extent, they are collectively shared. They define what it

means substantlycy to serve o e's country. The patriotic

attitude however is not only a matter of beliefs. It also

includes sentiment. Identification of oncself as a citizen

among citizens withini a political community and feelings of

solicitude toward the vell-boing of that community are

important aspects of the sentiment of patriotism. Not less

important are the feelings of affinity one has fcr fellow

mesbers of socioty and of attachment to the territory uhich

our country occupies and is calhcd *home." (24) Each of

these sentiments is capable of teing bruised or excited.

When they are, our readiness to act as patriots is aroused.

Of course it is not ordinary that these sentiments arc

17



excited. Most of the time, their strength is attenuated Ly

the requirements and routines of daily life. Even so, they

act as a restraint on us. They predispose us to act not

only with regard tor our self-interest, but with regard also

for the consequences of our acticns on others.

In sum, patriotism as we define the term is a complex

attitude founded both on positive sentiments toward and

particular beliefs about serving one's country. We can

clarify our meaning by treating two questions. First, how

does this definition differ from alternative conceptions?

And second, how does this way cf thijnking about patriotism

help us understand something about why youths volunteer for

military service?

"t ua t~i= ConguALJ oB

Much confusion about the meaning of patriotism and

hostility toward it results fro& an overemphasis on the role

of sentiment in forming the attitude. The consequence of

doing so is to accentuate what is "irrational" and

"unthinking" in the patriotic attitude. John Somerville

recectiy excoriated the 'old" patriotism based on the

immemo .,Al tradition of love cf fatherland which is, he

assorts, "closely associated with willingness to risk cnels

life on the field ot battle in defepse of onel's fatherland

and people.', (25) His main argument is directed against

this "proudly irratonal" but traditional association Lctween

patriotism and war, for it rejects the use and the standards

*. 18



of reason by ordinary citizens to evaluate questions of war.

He cites in support of his joint, the charge of the light

Brigade and the poem which glorified it, the toast ty

Stephen Decatur ("my country, right or wrong"),, and popular

support for President Kennedy's ultimatum that the Soviets

remove their missiles from Cuta. His argument has many

faults, but illustrates an important point. What Janowitz

calls "old fashion" patriotism is "essentially a primordial

attachment to a territorial society, a deeply felt almost

primitive sentiment of belonging." Precisely because this

image of patriotism connotes "an automatic, almost

unthinking response" by citizens, it is "sutject to

intellectual, analytic# and mozal criticism." (26) Yet if

this image of patriotism is distorted or incomplete, then

much of the uriticism of it loses its force. It is our

. contention that Somerville's ixage of patriotism (and all
4I.

others like it ) is distorted ard incomplete.

Insofar as the problem Somerville addresses is actually a

problem, it has to do with "jingoism," and ",chauvinism,' and

"xenophobia." But these are not to be confused with

patriotism. They presume a comparative context of attitudes

about one's country in contrast to attitudes toward cther

countries, and imply invidious distinctions or belligerent

policies. Patriotic attitudes Ly themselves do not ioly

any particular valence of attitudes towards other groups or

countries. To suggest that they do distorts the meaning of

the term. More to the point, the patriotic attitude is not

simply a matter of sentiment %hich, once aroused, ca[ries

people headlong to do whatever government bids them.
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.44

Sentiments make us ready to act. How we act, vhether

* critically or uncritically, whether supporting the

government or opposing its policies, is a complicated matter

settled in large p~rt by the content and strength of our

beliefs about how to serve the country. Not surprisingly,

we must examine the content of these beliefs if we want to

understand how patriotism and military service are

connected.

A- cgui-t-icl Qmqaa

If we ask what is the connection between patriotism and

the motivation of youths tc volunteer for military service,

we will not be able to supply a single answer. What we can

do is note the long tradition, not only in the history of

the modern nation-state, but in social philosophy as well,

which documents the belief that military servict is

customarily considered to be an obligaton of citizenshiF, a

form of service to one's country. The presumption of social

philosophy is of a "duty to fight for one's polity" and that

"militdry service is therefore a part of civic education."

(27) As just cited, the presumption is based on

formulations by Rousseau, but similar formulations could be

derived from Hobbes and Locke. (28) Even contesforary

social philosophers recognize that "everyone has a natural

duty to do his part in the existing scheme" of society, a

part that may very well include doing military service,

either voluntary or conscripted. (29) These beliefs are not
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Qnly the stuff. or philosophers. They are supported by thc

experience of national histories, crystallized in battle

monuments and memorial cemeteries as symbols of the nation

associated with military achievements, and carried on by

institutions like the national ailitia. (30) When they are

internalized, these beliefs are able by themselves to stir

the sentiments of patriotism within us, at least to a

moderate degree. For this reason, we expect that youths who

have been evposed to these beliefs and who assimilated them

are more likely than other youths to join the military and

that they will do so for patriotic reasons.

There are, of course, substantial and important

differences of opinion about tke rationale which justifies

the presumption that military service is a duty and a

service to one's country. What exactly these are need not

detain us here. That they exist at all is important, for it

shows that our beliefs about how and when to serve our

country are not derived from fixed principles. The beliefs

we hold are inherited in large Fart trcm the past, but they

are modified in our hands to adjust to changing

circumstances. Differences of opinion in the debate over

changing beliefs make it impossible to specify, much less to

justify, a single set of circumstances under which every

military response could be called a service to cne's

country. But there is no requirement for unanimity either.

The lack of complete consensus promises restraint. The

point is illustrated by the recent crisis in Iran. When

hostages vere taken, sentiments crucial to the patictic

attitude were bruised. There %as an outburst of jatriotic
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display and the possibility ot dcfensive reaction %as real.

Yet, on balance, our beliefs abcut how to serve our country

did not include taking military action precipitously on the

impulse of bruised national sentiments.

In sum, the patriotic attitude is a readiness to act in

the service of one's country. It is not simply a sentiment

which predisposes us "automatically" or without thought to

support, militarily if need be, any political policy. It is

a balance of sentiments, which arouse our readiness to act,

and of beliefs not wholly our cwn, but collectivly shared,

which justify what actions count as service to the ccuvtry.

The role of beliefs is critical, but usually overlocked.

They may either encourage or restrain the imýulse of

sentiment. In either case, ttey supply the standard or

norms for evaluating our acticn. How these beliefs are

formed is an important questioL, hut too far afield for us

to consider now. We hypothesi2e that they are the outcome

of an ongoing process of civic education which begins early

in youth and continues throuqhout the life-cycle. The focal

issues, of course, are whether, as one outcome of this

process, young people join the military for patrictic

reasons, and if so, to determine what impact the patriotic

motive has on their subsequent military service. 7hest arc

the particular questions with wlich, as noted at the outset,

this report is concerned.
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"5. Plan of the Work

To study these issues, we divided our research into three

parts. The first part, reported in chapter 2, considers in

detail the relative importance of economic incentives and

normative motives in accounting for the reasons young people

join the military. If normative reasons are of small

importance--a finding which we can doubt because of evidence

already reported (section 3 atove) on the persistence of

patriotism--then there is little need to inquire further

into the role of patriotic motives. our analysis of the

data loads us to conclude that normative motives in general

and patriotic motives in particular are important factors

influencing the enlistment decision ani are wrongly

overlooked by current military manpower studies.

The second part of our study, reported in chapter 3,

considers the processes of early socialization and their

impact on forming patriotic attitudes and so, indirectly, cn

the decision to enlist. The emphasis here is on the secial

process by which patriotic sentiments and beliefs are

acquired. Confined to survey data, we are limited in what

we can infer. Uur analysis leads us to conclude that

, socialization experiences within the family are very

important factors affecting formation of patriotic

IN attitudes, but that these do not vary systematically, as one

might expect, with class-based or ethnic cleavages in

society.

The third part of our study, reported in chapter 4,

considers the impact of patriotic motives in the military.
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The issue here concerns the relationship ketween personality

factors and conditions of work in role performance within

the military. Here we are limited by having only

cross-sectional data when longitudinal data are wanted and

by a lack of role-specific performance measures. Our

analysis allows us to posit scme hypotheses as benchmarks

for future research. We argue that patriotically motivated

enlisted personnel better assiuilate the military role and

so are "higher" quality recruits than those who enlisted for

other reasons. Nonetheless, it appears that, under certain

conlitions, patriotic motivations might be eroded during the

course of enlisted service.

The report concludes, in chapter 5, with an overview of

the findings and a brief assessment of the limits of

patriotic motivations in the contemporary setting. our

emphasis here is on the impact of mass advertising and

market-linked recruiting policies.
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CHAPTER II

REASONS FOR ENLISTING IN IRI A.LL-VOLUNTEEi FCUCE

On 4 October 1982, the Ar• 1j•s carried a report about

research done by economists at the Army Research Institute

on how economic recovery might effect present high levels of

enlistment into the military. They found the link between

unemployment and enlistment to be so strong that, stould

jobless rates decline as predicted, the military will have

to raise pay and increase educational benefits to avcid a

substantial short fall in accessions. (1) The report is not

unique. The study is only one further illustration of the

pervasive influence of economic, or market-orieuted, sadels

on the thinking of military manjower analysts since the end

of the 1960s. (2) Nowadays, sany (perhaps most) analysts

and manpower planners conventionally attribute the

motivation of youth to volunteer for military service to

economic or instrumental incentivcs. Butt the conventioo
need not be accepted unqaestioninqly.

"This chapter questions the wisdcm of concentrating

attention on economic incentives to the exclusion of cther

kinds of gotives for enlisting. The economic apFroach is

defective in several ways (described in section 1) and of

limited utility for increasing cur knowledge of normative

and other noneconomic reasons fcr joining the armed forces.

Grounding our analysis on data drawn from the NLS ani AMEBS
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surveys, we argue (in secticn 2) that normative and

noneconomic motives are as important to explaining

enlistment decisions as are eccnouic incentives. They may

be more so. Multidimensional analysis of a variety of

reasons for enlisting suggest, as we shall show (in section

3) , that the patriotic motive of joining to serve cne's

country is relatively more imncitant than any other single

reason affecting enlistment decisicns.

I. The Limited Utility of Econcmic Explanations

The economic approach to studying issues of military

manpower is characterized, in bLcad terms, by three relatvd

assumptions. One is that cost-benefit analysis supplies a

comprehensive paradigm for understanding social behaviort

Sespecially 4ecision-making. It is based on the postulate

that people act as *utility-maxismizersO. A second is that

individual 4ecislons can be altered, at least in aggregate,

by manipulating the external structure of rewards.

Vormative factors, operating within individuals, ate not

subject to manipulation by policy-makers and so are treated

as if they are unimportant. Tbe third assumption is that

all individual preferences, tc act one way rather than

another, can be reduced either to economic factors or

factors amenable to economic analysis. When applied to

problems of manpower planning and to evaluations of reasons

for enlisting, those assueptiens lead us to partial and

misleading conclusions. Let us consider one example for



each assumption.

Cost-benefit analysis has been applied by Mtlrtin Binkin

and Mark Eitelberg to a summary discussion of the

controversy surrounding social representativeness in the

armed forces. (3) The critical value, they assume, is to

achieve the greatest social equity. How to do so depends on

whether we are at war. During times of war, social inequity

is minimized when the burdens (or costs) of military

service, the risks of death and injury, are equally

distributed across all social classes. Accomplishipg this

"usually requires a system of mandatory service based on

conscription. In other times, social equity is *axivized

when the benefits of military service (educatiou, job. and

jot) training, etc.) are tIeely available to the

disadvatatagod and miuorities in society. A voluntaty system

of recruitment, emphasizing sielf-selection, helps to achieve

this qoal. The assumption is that people decide to clist

on the basis of selt-interest. The problem, as Biukip aud

Eitelberg point out, is how to adjust iustitutional

mechauisms of recruitment Lor maximut social equity. Ihv

difficulty is brouyht into shAtt focus when considcriag the

period of transition from Veace to war in which a

disproportionate risk to life and limb. is borte by the least

advantaged segments of society.

Note that the problem canhot to further resolved witnin

the framework of cost-benefit analysis. There art and can

be no mitigating ractors. Therc cannot be so lofi9 as as we

view military service a•i either a cost or oenefit for those

who serve. An alternative vieb was suggosted in the last
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chapter. People join the armed forces because they telieve

fthat doing so is to perform a service for one's country. So

long as patriotic beliefs cut across class lines and lines

of ethnic division, which they do (see Chapters III and IV),

then "representativeness*' is nct simply an index of sccial

cleavage. In the current setting of an all-volunteer fcrce,

it is also an index of the extent to which patriotic beliefs

motivate youths to enlist and affect present tendancies

toward a socially unrepresentative enlisted force. The

issues raised are complicated and treated more fully in

Chap-ker IV. Foir now, it is sufficient to grasp that

cost-beaefit analysis would not have led Binkin and

Fitelberg to consider the independent effects of normative

factors on this important question affecting recruiting

policies.

A similar exclusion of normative factors results when

emphasis is placed on factors which policy makers can

mani.pulate. We can see this by turning to the silitary

option Evaluation Study done by Chilton Research Issociates

in 1980. (4) Tue study identified three "prime* lifestyle

segments in the youth population contatning youths gost

positively oriented to the military. And it studied the

changing reaction of youths tc systematic manipulation of

. various conditions of work to gauge their relative

importance. The ais was to devise a way of measuring the

impact of changing conditions of work on the propensity to

enlist. Of particular interest here is one of the three

lifestyle sogments called the Sroup of "potential leaders".

Members of this group were highly qualified for military

"N •"30
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service, being well-educated and high achievers. 7hey were

also more likely than members of cther segments to regard

"wanting to help my country" as the most important reason

affecting the decision to enlist (19.5% said so). When

reviewing the relevant market strategy for attracting

members of this group into the service, the Chilton

researchers did not ignore this interesting finding. They

write that one "most significant consideration in regard to

this group is the potential for traditional service oriented

(patriotic) motivational efforts to enhance accessicvs."

(5) Tied to an analysis of the external conditions of work,

which are subject to policy tanipulation, they did not

follow up on this insight. The very next sentence in their

text lists earning money for ccllege and other educational

benefits, career opportunites, and interim jot training (all

*: economic factors) as the points to emahasize when Oselling"

the military secvice to the Potential Leader group.

Overlooking evidence that ncraative, factors may pley an

important part in affecting erlistuent dec-isions is

conditioned by the assumption that all individual

preferences to enlst can be reduced, in the last analysis,

"to economic factors. A particularly obvious example of this

has recently been reported by Jchr Faris. go) ,e tells of
i

an analysis of reenlistment ptrforsed by RAND economists.

As part of their work, they discovered a positive

relationship between reenlistment and an estimate of

civilian earnings if the resiondent were to leave the

military. Those who would expect higher civilian salaries

were in fact sore likely to reenlist. The economists,
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however, could not accept the finding. Rather than treat it

seriously as something to be explored, they blamed the

quality of the survey responses for supplying evidence
inconsistent with the "common sense" of economic logic. The

assumption that economic factors are the most important cnes

to look into is not persuasively established on such

grounds.

These deficiencies in the economic approach make it

difficult to use when trying to assess the relative

importance of a variety of reasons for joining the military.

This is not to say that economic factors are unimportant to

enlistment decisions. Undoubtedly, they are important. The

measure of their importance, houever, can only be taken when

, we consider their impact side by side with the impact of

normative and other noneconcmic motives. That the

undertaking would be worthhibile is indicated in a

preliminary fashion by data gattered in the 1979 AFEES

survey. When offered the (bypothetical) alternatite of a

civilian job paying $700 a montt, fewer than I in 3 (29.91,

n=5331) who gave "service to country" as one reason for

enlisting said they would have taken the civilian job. In

contrast, nearly I in 2 (14.0Q. n-946) of those who did not

include "service to country" as a reason for enlisting said

- they would have taken the civilian job.
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2. Normative and dconomic Reascns for Enlisting

In this section we compare ncrmative and economic reasons

for enlisting. We do this on the tasis of data contained in

the 1980 NLS Youth and 1979 AfEFS surveys. Both surveys

asked respondents to tell which of twelve reasons described

*. why they joined the military.

Before making any comparison, we must first classify the

various response alternatives given to the guestion so as to

distinguish economic from noneconomic motivations. The task

is less easy than it may at first appear. The

classification scheme cannot be unidimensional. Economic

incentives, for example, are often means to ends which

themselves have a strong normative comlonent. "Earning

money for college,, is an economic incentive of this tyle as

is "training for a job." And so too may be such "crudely#,

economic reasons as "earning tetter income.", Much delends

on whether the respondent wants the income for himself or

for his widowed mother. 3imilarly, normative motives are

end-oriented, but do not specify the means by which the ends

should be achieved. They may in fact be responsive to

economic incentives. "To betteE oneself$# may entail taking

A advantage ot the economic mobility or job training

opportunities which military -crvice promises for scme.

Other reasons are not obviously cither econcmically rational

or normatively oriented. They are instead inclined tc¢h'rd

satisfying what W. I. Thomas called the desire for "new

experience., (7) In this category, we put such reasons as

"escaping a personal problem,", "travel," and "proving
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oneself." Even here it must be said that there is room for

a variety of economic or normative factors to enter in as

secondary interpretations. The "deep structure" of meaning

which respondents attribute to these response categories can

only be treated satisfactorily through open-ended

interviews. Nonetheless, we attempt a classification of

reasons which is presented in Table 2-1.

"-- The typology is based on two factors. The first factor

deals with whose interests are being gratified and when.

Three classes are distinguished: (1) immediate gratification

of our interests, (2) deferred gratification of our

interests for self and for others, and (3) gratification of

our interests for others. The second factor reiterates the

primary orientation of the reason to act which was given

above, namely, our desire for new experience, for econcmic

gains, or for normative compliance. Each of the tuelve

reasons is assigned a value in terms of both factors. The

"desire to serve one's country", for example, is classed as

oriented toward normative compliance in gratification of our

interests for others.

No attempt is made to force absolutely consistent

cross-classifications. All reasops oriented to new

.,'1 experience are also considered an attempt to seek iamediatc

gratification of self-interest. But some reasons oriented

to economic gain are considered as an attempt to oltain

immediate gratification of selt-interest, ,ehile others are

classed as an attempt to seek deferred gratification of our

self-interests and interests fcr cthers. The typology is

offered as a heuristic device. Its value is in its ahility
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Table 2-1. Classification and trimary Orientation of
Reasons for Enlisting

Classification Primary Orientation
of Reasons of Reason

Immediate Gratification
of Self-Interest

Prove oneself new experience
Travel new experience
Be on one's owS new experience
Escape personal problem new experience
Earn better income economic
Unemployed economic

Deferred Gratification ofInterest for Self and Others

Train for civilian job economic
Earn money for college economic
Obtain retirement/

fringe benefits economic
A Better oneself normative

Family tradition normative

* Gratification of interest
for Others

Desire to serve country normative

'I
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to clarify our comparison of economic and norecotcmic
reasons for enlisting.

Data from the NLS survey, reported in Table 2-2, show

that neither economic or normative motives -::e unambiguous

choices as the main reason pecple join the arxed forces.

Just 5.7% of youths serving in the military say that they

joined primarily from a ,desire to serve one's country.'

This normative reason was ranked seventh ,.n a list .of twelve

posssible reasons for enlisting. Par below it, ranked

eleven, was "family tradition," although above it, ranked

third, was the other normatively oriented reason, "to better

oneself." The pattern is similar for economic incentives.

"Training for a civilian job" or "earning money for college

expenses" ranked first and second respectively. Yet this is

not to say that economic incentives 'ire certainly favored

S '4 over normative reasons. Only 6.7t, 1% more than are

patriotically motivated and 6.11 lest than are motivated to

better themselves, said they enlisted because they were

unemployed. Par fever -iAned to earn retirement or fringe

benefits or because they could receive a better income as

soldiers than af0 civilians. Peasons for joining in the

', immediate gratification of the desire for new experiences

were clustere(, but in the aiddle ranks. They canant be

said to dominate the list either.

The ambiguity of these results is not entirely

unexpected. The decision to eclist is complex. Having to

commit oneself for a term of four years and to leave cne's

local community to be in the military dramatizes the

seriousness of this occupational choice compared to
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Table 2-2. Main Reason for Enlistiag in the Military (in percent)

--------------------- - -aaa--- -------------------------

Given By

Reason Current Servers
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa ----------------------------a--aaaaaaaaaaaa

To train for civilian job 25.1
To earn money for college 18.8
To better oneself 12.8
Travel 12.1
To be on one's own 9.8
Unemployed 6.7
Desire to serve one's country 5.7

.4 To 'prove' oneself 4.3

.4 To escape personal problem 1.8

For retirement/fringe benefits 1.3
Family tradition 0.7
Earn better income than as civilian 0.6

Base 780,980
--- - - - - -- - - -------- - - - -- -- a-- -

Source: NLS Youth Survey--1980

Table 2-3. Reasons for Enlisting in the Military (in percent)

Reasons Current Servers Enlistees Not
Yet Serving

- ---- a-a-a---------a-a-------------- -

To better self 73.4 81.6
Travel 72.7 71.6
To train for civilian job 71.6 79.8
Desire to serve country 7C.7 83.1
To be on one's own 61.7 50.9
To earn money for college 6C.6 59.2
To prove one's seli 47.8 49.3
For retirement/fringe

benefits 33.8 54.8
Unemployed 1q.3 27.5
Family tradition 17.7 12.2
Better income than as

a civilian 13.1 34.7
Escape a person4l iroblem 12.8 14.6

Base (812,090) (194,264)
- - ---------

Source: ULS Youth Survey--1980
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alternatives within the civilian sector. Opportunities for

early separation, without the stigma of a less than

honorable discharge do not alter this Lasic fact. It is

reasonable to expect that a variety of motives

simultaneously influence the outccme of any such decision.

Table 2-3 shows the relative importance of the same

twelve reasons for enlisting, but this time the respondents

were free to choose as many reasons as they felt applied.

Note that the table supplies the responses of those who

enlisted in 1980, but were not yet serving, as well as the

responses of those currently serving. Two things stand out

about this table. First, the ratriotic motive is chosen by

a much larger percentage of tle youth Fopulation than in

Table 2-2. While ranked only fourth among current servers,

a desire to serve one's country vas one reason for enlisting

given by 70.7% of the current Eervers. That percentage is

only 2.7% less than the top ranked and also normative

reason, "to better oneself." Among the enlistees wbo were

not yet serving, "desire to serve cne's country" was the top

ranked reason chosen by 83.11 of the entering group. Banked

second was the normative reason, "tq better oneself."

Nonnormative reasons 40 not approximate such high

percentages.

Second, the economic incentives which ranked so high in

Table 2-2 are ranked lower in Tdble 2-3. "To train for a

':' .' civilian job" continues to be an important incentive chosen

by 71.6% of the current servers. "To earn money for college

expenses"' is rinked sixth, chosen by 60.6% of the current

servers, with retirement and fringe benefits, ranked lcwer

a. 38
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still. Notice that economic incentives which invclvE

immediate gratification of self-interest are ranked telow

the others. In place of the lore explicitly economic

incentives toward the top of the list we find, beside the

normative reasons having to do with the desire for new

experience: "to travel,"- "to be on one's own," and "to

'prove' oneself." Only the desire to "escape a personal

problem" is ranked very low. In short, economic incentives

appear to be relatively less important than normative and

noneconomic motives for enlistirg in the armed forces.

This conclusion is depicted graphically when we examine

the pattern of zero-order correlations between the twelve

reasons for enlisting. Table 2-4 contains the zero-crder

correlations among the reasons using unweighted restonses as

is conventional for such analyses. Only the first seven

reasons are highly intercorrelated with values of 0.30 or

above. Even when the standard is lowered to a value of

0.20, the basic structure of the table remains the same.

These seven reasons are highly intercorrelated. 'Ihe

remaining five are relatively pcritheral. For our purrcses,

what is important is that only two of the seven related

reasons have an explicit economic component, "to train for a1civilian job" and "to earn mcney for college." Both of

these entail deferred rather than immediate gratificaticn of

interests. This unveighted analysis suggests that

4i noneconomic motives operate in different ways and somewhat

independently of economic incemtives. Peplicating the

analysis with weighted data leads one to the same

conclusion. Of course, there is overlap between groups of
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Table 2-4. Zero-Order Correlaticns Among Reasons for Enlisting
--------------------- ---- -----------------------------

Reason 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
-----------------------------------------------------------
TRAVEL
JOB TRAINING .41 ---
BETTER SELF .47 .46 ---
BE ON OWN .54 .38 .43 ---
SERVE COUNTRY .47 .33 .48 .39---

22 COLLEGE EXP .44 .37 .41 .33 .36 ---
PROVE SELF .34 .31 .39 .36 .,35 .30
BENEFITS .26 .20 .30 .24 .28 .36 ,23---
UNEMPLOYED .15 .20 .09 .17 .12 .10 .16 .11 ---
ESCAPE PROB .12 .10 .15 .19 .05 .09 .21 .10 .12 ---

" FAMILY TRAD .12 .05 .19 .12 .24 .13 .2.3 .16 .11 .09 ---
BETTER INCOME .15 .16 .16 .14 .05 .09 .14 .17 .18 .09 .04

S ,- n

Source: NLS Youth Survey--1980.
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economic and noneconomic reasons for enlisting. That tact

only emphasizes what is the main point, that economic and

normative factors operate jointly in a complex pattern to

affect people's decisions to enter the armed forces.

In sum, normative motives, tc include Fatriotism, are at

least as important as economic incentives for understanding

why people volunteer for military service. In the NLS data

set, they are cited as much or acre often than most econcmic

reasons are. The pattern cf zero-order correlaticn-

supplements these findings. It suggests that normative and

noneconomic motivations may be more important to youths than

economic incentives are. Tkey may be because thcir

comparatively high level of intercorrelation gives tbem a

4 cumulative and mutually reenforcing impact which econcmic

incentives evidently lack. The suggestion leads us to

inquire further into the relative importance of noneconcmic

motives for enlistment decisions.

3. The Relative Importance of tte Iatriotic Motive

Of all the reasons *a have examined, the patriotic onE is

the least subject to multijle interpretations and the most

obviously normative. Also, it is highly ranked as a reason

for enlisting given by many respondents tc the NLS survey.

Consequently, a closer examination of ita impact on

enlistment decisions by youths supplies a critical test of

the relative importance ot ncruative motivos generally.

There are two questions to Le addressed by such an
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examination. First, to what extent does the patrictic

motive distinguish youths who erlist from youths who dc not?

And, second, how central is the patriotic reason as one

motive among many for the youths who enlist?

Answering the first questiom requires that we find scme

measure of the patriotic motive in a broad sample of youths

in the civilian population. Fcr this purlose, we can draw

on the April, 1962 Youth Attitude Tracking Survey (YATS).

The survey was directed to a sawple of civilian youths of

xiiitary age and thus includes youths who did not intend and

in fact did not enlist in the military.

Respondents were asked to indicate the likelihood of

their enlisting in the military. On the basis of their

reponses the sample was divided iuto a positive propensity

group and a uegative propensity group. On a separate item,

respondents wore dsked to indicate how important a series of

military job characteristics wete to thee. Table 2-5 shows

the differences, in relative ioportance placed on cach

dimensio- by positive and negative propensity groups, with

larger values indicating a greater difference ia theS.:,

importance placed on a dimensiep Ly the positive propensity

group. Only factors which discrisinate positive frcm

negative propensity -sp ondunts tc a significant degree are

included in the table. Apart from providing mcuey for

education and teaching valuable skills, no economic factorr

are listed. In contrast, tte p.,triotic motive tc do

something for your country, was the characteristic uhich

most clearly distinguished the positive propensity froe the

negative propensity group. On this evidence, we ccnclude
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Table 2-5. Factors Discriminating Group Propensities Toward
Enlistment

Group PropensityJob Characteristic Positive Negative Diffetence

Doing something tor
your country 2.96 2.50 •46

Provides men and wouen
equal pay/opportunity 2.90 2.66 .26

Trains you for leadership 2.81 2.58 .23

Provides money for
Education 2.99 2.79 .20

-Oferi excitement. aud
adventure 2.74 2.55 .19

Teaches valuablo tgaje/
skill 3.31 3.16 .15

Opportuiaity to Maturc 3.06 2.97 .09

Opportunity tor qood
family life 3.16 3.0.

-- a---- ~- - a--------

Note: SCale vAriOS t•ot 1-4* the highor values iudicatr4 gg tnat
the es pondet.t believes tbat the job charActeristic is"• L m 141o0r tant.

""_,SoUL:o Youth Attitude Trackiug sttudy, 19M2, p.64.

',7
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that the patriotic motive is a very important factor in

distinguishing among youths who will enlist and those who

will not.

Still, we need to ask how central is the patriotic motive

to those who do enlist? It may be of some importance for

many, but can we assess how important it is compared to

other factors?

To address this second question, we undertook a

multidimensional cluster analysis of all reasons for

enlisting given by current servers included in the NLS

survey sample. As with the correlation analysis, unveighted

data were used. The cluster algorithm (described briefly

ir: Appendix B) is readily available. It is specially

designed for disjoint clustering of very large data sets.

The aim of )ur analysis was to ccapare the responses of all

subjects to the question which allowed them to pick as many

of the twelve reasons as they wanted to describe why they

enlisted. A cluster then contains a set of respondents

* whose r::sponses to this questicn are quite similar tc one

another'. and dissimilar to the responses given ty members

of other clusters. If the patriotic motive vas relatively

important in conditioning the enlistment decision, then it

will be indicated hy its dominant place characterizing the

response of at least one cluster.

Table 2-6 presents the results of the 3-claster solution.

-- '. The table reports the percentage of respondents, by

cluster, who chose a particular reason for enlisting. The
range of variation between clusters is indicated by the

difference column in which the difference b'etween the high

44
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Table 2-b. Response Patterns of Three-Cluster Soluticn
(in percent)

Cluster
(1) (2) (3)

Reasons Normative Economic Seeking Difference
Service tc market- new
Country linked Experience

Immediate Gratification
of Self-Interest

Prove oneself 22.8 65.1 76.3 53.5
Travel 60.3 89.0 91.2 30.9
Pe on one' own 47.1 85.8 92.1 45.0
Escape personal

problem 4.6 27.2 5.0 22.6
Earn better

income 10.0 12.5 34. 5 24.5
Unemployed 7.9 31.2 7.0 24.2

Deferred Gratification
of Interest for Self
and Others

Train for
civilian job 73.2 80.8 35.1 45.7

Earn money for
college 46.6 83.3 3E.8 46.5

Obtain retirement/
fringe benefits 28.4 39.2 3.9 35.3

Better oneself 77.2 60.9 8C.7 19.8
Family tradition 11.3 11.5 41.2 29.9

Gratification of
Tnterest for Others

Desire to serve
country 72.8 56.6 57.5 16.2

N- (478) (401) (140)

Source: NLS Youth Survey--1980.
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and the low cluster percentages is reported. The least

variation (at 16.2%) is reported for the patriotic motive.

That is consistent with our YATS findings. For if the

'I,, patriotic motive most effectively discriminates those who

enlist from those who do not, then it is reasonable to

expect a high degree of consensus about t[his reascn foe

enlisting across clusters. Alsc note the different sizes of

the clusters. The most typical response pattern is fcurd in

cluster 1, the largest cluster (n=478) ; it is followed

closely by cluster 2 (with an r=401). Trailing far behind

in typicality is the response pattern associated with

cluster 3 (n= 14).

Substantive understanding, of course, requires that we

carefully examine the different response patterns to see

uhat characterizes each and distinguis!es it from the

others. There are no statistical techniques to aid in this

task. We chose the simple extedient of calling a reason

characteristic of a cluster if the percentage of its aenters

who chose the reason was greater than the percentage ot

members in other clusters whc chose the reason. The

criterion is a measure of relative importance. Accordiog to

it, for example, "proviny orself" is relatively more

important for &embers of cluster 3. 76.3% of whom chost it,

than it is for members of clusters 1 or 2, whose members

chose it as a reason for enlisting at a rate of only 22.85

and 65.1% respectively.

Analyzing each row in similar fashion we find that

cluster 3 is dominated by thcse seeking new ex~eritnce.

-embers of this cluster choosc reasons of this type, as
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defined in Table 2-1, more frequently than members ot

cluster 2 and much more often than members of cluster 1.

Cluster 2 is dominated by those motivated by economic or

market linked factors. They chose all but one economic

incentive more often then did members of cluster 1 or 3.

Vi[ Members of this ciuster were least likely to choose

normative reasons for enlisting.

Cluster 1, the major cluster, is dominated by those who
f€4

desire to serve their country. No other reason is

characteristic of the response Eattern of this cluster. She

patriotic motive is of singular imFortance. Consistent with

this interpretation are the very low proporticr of

respondents who chose reasons having to do with the

immediate gratification of sell-interest. The only other

reasons which attract a high rate of response are the

normative one to better oneself and the economic incentive

to train for a civilian job, ar incentive that easily tears

"a normative interpretation.

In sum, the cluster analysis ptovides ample evidence in

favor of the proposition that normative motives are

important relative to nonnormative motives and that the

patriotic motive is of central iuFortance in affecting the

decisions to en.list by youths.

We began our daalysis challenging the utility of an

economic explanation of enlistuent docisicns. Out central

criticism was that the economic approach paid insufficilnt

attention to the importance of normative and noneconomic

motives. We documented the im'ortance of these actives to

youths who have ealiste3 and are serving in the miliary.
.47
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And then we showed that ancng normative factors, the

patriotic motive is of singular importance. Of many

factors, including economic ones, it best distinguishes

civilian youths who are likely to enlist from those who are

not. It is of central importance in the self reports of

reasons for enlisting given by the largest proporticn of

youths currently serving and included in the ULS survey.

Still, the significance of these findings has to be

demonstrated. We must ask what difference it makes that

youths serve for patriotic reasons. Before doing so,

however, we will look briefly at the social factors uhich

seem tc. be associated with transmission of the patriotic

motive among youth.

- '-
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CHAPTER III

THE SHAPING AND TRANSMISSION OF

PATRIOTIC MOTIVATIONS

The patriotic attitude is learned. It is not inborn.

Nor is it an invariant attribute of youths the operation of

which can be taken for granted. It is a long-term social

product, the result of micro-socialization, through contact

with family and friends, and also of macrosocialization,

based on immersion in the countryls poiitical-cultural

traditions and on attachment to the symbols of national
'-.4• authority and achievement. Its strength as a motive for

enlistment derives, at least in part, from its capacity to

articulate primary group attachments with attachments to the

nation-state. (1)

The purpose of this chapter is to describe, as fully as

possible, the social processes through which the patriotic

motive is formed and transmitted, The evidence we have is

* partial and indirect for it is Lased on large-scale social

survey data gathered at a point in time rather than on
open-ended interviews conducted over a period of time.

Nonetheless, we are able to shoe first (in section 1) that

. patriotic motives are not distributed systematically by the

social structural positions on which fundamentdl societal

divisions are often based. That leads us to argue (in

section 2) that the most important mechanism for conveying

patciotic attitudes is the interpersonal influence exerted

aso
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by family :ind friends. Finally, we argue (in sectiorn 3)

that the substance of primary group influence is conditicned

by such macrosocial factors as political leadership and the

mass media which shape our understanding and appreciation of

beliefs about the rightness of zervin4 one's country through

military service.

1. Distribution of the Patriotic Motive to Enlist

Military recruiting efforts are based, we have noted many

times now, primarily on the appeal of a variety of market

.' mechanisms communicated through advertising and the

activities of recruiters. The focus has been on the

response of prospective recruits in target markets segmented

by structural characteristics such as race, employment

status, social class, and educational attainment. Such an

approach clearly has some degree of application and utility,

particularly for a sab-group of recruits, estimated to

4 " compose from 10 to 20 percent of total accessions, whc are

enlisted "at the margia" and for whom such mechanisms are

the decisive factors. Yet, our analysis strongly suggests,

that the market approach is the least relevant for the

largest proportion of recruits to the military, namely,

those who enlist for patriotic reasons. As ye saw in the

last chapter, the impact ot the patriotic motive on

enlistment decisions is relatively independent of

market-based appeals. Restricting attention to target

markets, moreover, may lead recruiting programs to overlook
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many who are able and enclined to enlist. It may, we argue
now, because distribution of the patriotic motive is not
highly correlated with the social structural position of
those who join. Analysis of the distribution of patriotic
motivations for joining the military across a set of social
structural characteristics provides clear-cut support for

this argument.

hrble 3-I shows that the frequency of reporting patriotic
motivation for enlisting in the military is not importantly
different for ditferent levels of educational attainment.
Recruits who have completed high school mentioned service to
country as a reason for enlistment only slightly more
frequently (64.7% vs. 61.7%) than those who did not comilete

high school. Nor are there important differences in
frequency of reporting patriotic motivations for enlisting
by ethnicity dnd race, urban vs. rural residence, or
father's occupation. Southerners are more likely than
others to cite pdtriotic motivation as a reason for

* enlisting, as are those raised on farms (though this is, of
course, a small minority). but, overall, the frequencies of
reporting patriotic reasons for enlisting are by no means
greatly differentiated by these factors. These findings

indicate thit the patriotic attitude toward military service

which is so important in producing recruits, particularly

pretorred recruits, is not diiferentially distributed in any
systematic or significant fashion among various social

structural categories or "market segments.,, More broadly,

attachment to the nation is not Lased, in any significant

degree, on the position one occupies in society.
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Table 3-1. Percent Reporting Patrictic Motivation
By Selected Social Background Characteristics

Social Background
Characteristic Base

Educational Attainment
High School or More 64.7 540,786

N•.) Less than High School (1.7 106,750

Ethnicity
Black 69.4 131,969
Hispanic 72.0 39,621

.", Not Black, Not Ilispanic 71.1 582,217

Race
"Black (6.1 192,694
White 72.0 590,216
Other 07.5 18#094

-- ,N Regio n
South 76.1 278,799

Nonsouth 69.5 473,975

Urban vs. Rural Residence
Raised in Town or City 70.3 640,163
Raised in country

(not farm) 66.9 131,132
Raised on Farm/[anch E4.4 40,058

Father's occupation
Professional, Technical 73.9 66,925
Bulsiness (mqrs.,sales) 70.2 103,793
White Collar (clerical) 79.0 25,149
Blue collar 67.3 412,344
Farmer E5.4 4,277

, Sources NLS Youth Survey--1980.
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This general conclusion is consistent with the fiiidinqs

of other sociological research on an analogous phencmenon.

The exte.nt and strength of attachment to local community is

influenced more powerfully by one's length of residence in

the community than by factors azsociated with socio-ecoDomic

status. (2) Length of residence, in this research, stands

as proxy for the processes of ricro-socialization based on

the numerous interpersonal interchanges which characterize

participation in neighborhood affairs. By analogy, out own

hypothesis is thit patriotic attitudes are generated and

conveyed in large degree through primary group relationships

within the family and among friends, especially thosc who

have had some military experience.

2. lnterrpersoual l•iluence on Enlistment Decisions

In a soL'ies of interviews with active duty personnel,

done by Faris in 1902, the quustion, "flow did it come akhout

that you came into the military?", elicited many detailed

histoaieo. of steps and events, often occuring over a period

of years, taat wore ultimately resolved by the action of

enlistment. A comwon theme of these personal historits it;

4 the i'por trl,,t inf luence of friends and relatives ou

Sdecisioia to enlist. A similar theme can be identificd in

data dr•VAn from th, AFEES and Youth Attitude Trackingj

Stulies (YATS). In this section we briefly review thc

evilnce documenting the important effect family and fri•.nds

have ou decisions to enlist. The analytic framCwork is
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"based on the interview data, but we draw freely from the

survey data when relevant data are available and bear on the

main point.

-Famil Inf luence

The influence of tamily members on decisions to enlist is

not all of one kind, but varies depending on the role of the

influential family member (parent, sib, or surroqate) and on

that. member's military experience. One important type of

family influence is exerted by fathers who had been or are

currently on active duty as members of the career force.

Many youths are subject to such influence. In 1980, 5.2% of

all military age youth were military offspring. (3) lablc

3-2 shows that those whose fathers were in the career force

are evilently overrepreseutod in accessions as reflected in

the 1979 AFEES sample. At present, military of fsprinq

comprise approximately 10% or more of enlisted accessions;

12% of Army E3/84s have fathers who served twenty years oa

more in the military. (L) Not that accounts of recruits

from militay iies rt strong direct encouraypoont

to enlitt by the military father. Instead, explanations of

why theso recruits joined the military reflect a long-term

incorporation of attitudes which regard military sorvice As

4 honaratbl and patriotic, as well as a greater exposure to

the attractioas (and disadvantages) of military life tha.

experienced by most civilians.

Another patters ot influence is reporte4 by recruits who

cite their fathers# military cxperience as a non-caceCC

member -is a siguificant and positive influence on their own
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Table 3-2. Father's Years of 3ilitaty Service by Sex

- No. of Years Males Females 'Total

Unknown 12. 1 19.3 13.6

Not ApAicable 32.4 35.8 33.1

if 8issi nq 10.8 5.9 9.8

les than 4 17.0 12.0 16.0

4-9 17.2 14.4 16.6

10-19 2.7 2.6 2.7

20 or more 7.8 9.9 8.2
-,t

-= (5,672) (1g476) (7,148)

Source: 19'19 A•.'4EE

I'
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* decision to enlist. Or males whose children now ccmjosc the

military recruiting pool the majority are veterans,

primarily as a result of World War II and Korean "War
mobilizations. Of course, the proportion of 18 year-olds

whose Lithers are veterans is d-eclining, as the generaticn

fathered by those who seaved in World War II ages past the

• :military recruitiug years.

The influence across generations, however, does not

depend solely oan the father's military exjerience.

Sometimes the decisive iufluence attecting the decisicn to

enlist is reported by the rtcruit to be exerted by a

"surrogate father"--a benevolent emgloycr, an uncle, or a

step-fhther. In such i-stances, the surrogate father t(nds

to be someone witu a current involvement with tue milituiry,

either as a reservist or as a aebter of the activt forces,

as opposiol to having sqivr4l at an earlier time only.

Surrogates are rej'ortosd to bave been *oro activo in

:=Coutajinq recruits to cosied,•r eaturing the mtlitary, than

most tiAtural tathers, lRecruits ror vbcm such surrtjgato

fa others are an izportaot influence have usually not Itte

livinq with their fathers, wha are d"ceas,•,, diverted, ot

not pra'sent fur other VLtasous.

" inalvy, there are recraits who rofor to the influencije

- exerted, on their docision to eulist, by a sibling (usually

a brother) who sorved, ou soto typically, is serving on

active duty (table J-3). In such cases the recruit tends to

tragarl contact with this Abling as the prircipal factcr it

Ithe decis0'ion to enlist. The contesit of this influence, i.,;

aot ro auch a mtter of transmission of "martotiluj-
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Table 3-3. Number of Siblings Ever on Active Duty By Sex

Male Female Total

None 67.6 62.3 66.5

One 22.0 24.3 22.(

Two 6.5 8.4 6.ý

Three 1.9 2.9 2.2

Four 0.8 1.2 0.9

Five or more 1.0 0.9 1.0

(4,940) (10,362) (6,3C4)

Note: Base is total respondents with at least one siLting.

Source: 1979 AFEES survey

Table 3-4. Number of Friends in Military Service REportcd
by 16-21 Year-Old Civilian Males by Propensity to Enlist

Number of Friends Fropensity to Enlist
in Military Service Pcsitive Negative

None 16.9 26.1

Only a Few 33.2 39.1

Several 43.3 31.5

M a.4, -)r ity b .6 2.9
•1 4• 0 4)~q (j ,7201

Source: YATS, Spring 1979.
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information about the availability of training opportunities

and material benefits--these may figure in, of course--as it

is of intimate contact with someone who has absorbed and who

to some degree manifests what zight be called the "military

mystique." one illustration of this influence is the

widespread disappointment reported by Army basic trainees in

the early 1970's when they found that the night infiltraticn

course, the traditional climactic episode of basic training

in which recruits crawl under live machine gun fire, and

about which they had hoard frca relatives, elder sibs, and

friends, had been deleted from the training program.

"Influence of lilat!.U Eriejg

Recruits also cite contacts %itb friends who had alrady

entered the military as significant events in the process by

which their own decision to enter the military took place.

This confirms the YATS data, shown in Table 3-4g that youths

having military friends are more likely to have a positive

propensity to enlist. But this is not to say that the

influence of military friends op._rates in a simple, "linear"

fashion.

In some cases military friends Frovite positive

Ancoutagewent to join the militacy, usually on grounds cther

than merely the calculative advantages of pay, benefits, and

trdining. The reports of new rccruits of their reactions to

their first hose leave provide same insight into the nature

Af this type of influence. £lmcst invariatly these recruits

Ireco'.Lit the experience of finding that the activities of

their civilian 1.riends--cruising in cars, etc.--wbich only
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amonths before had seemed of central importance to tbeir own

lives, now seem childish and irsignificant. The recruit on

leave communicates to civilian friends his satisfaction with

his personal development and sense of being involved in an

important institution. A number of such recruits reqort

that one or more civilian friends made a decision to erlist

on the basis of these contacts.

In other cases, the proslective recruit finds that

friends with military experience are either uncommital or

negative regarding the advisability of enlisting in the

* military. Survey evidence show that many on active duty,

especially junior eulisted personnel, are likely to make a

negative recommendaton to a civilian friend whc is

considering joining the military. The August 1981-February

1982 Soldiegs egt indicated that only about half of

first-term enlisted personnel vculd recommend service in the

Army to a friend or relative who had just finished ligh

school. (5) Nevertheless, in interviews, recruits rcrort

that the result of "negative" ccutacts was that they #vaated

to see for thesselves" and so went ahead and enlisted.

4ore than other surveys, the YATS data document the

"actual impact of the putativc influence of family and

frionds on enlistment Aiecisicas. The YATS sample of

military aged youth in the recruiting pool was asked whether

they had talked with parents and friends with military

experience about possibly enlisting in the military. Those

who regard themselves as definitely or probably enlisting in

the military are especially likely to have discussed the

* possibility with one or both Eareuts. From 1976 through
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1981, at least 50% of these "positive propensity"

respondents reported having discussed the possibility of

enlisting with one or bottU parents. In contrast, only about

25% of the "negative propensity" respondents reported having

had similar discussions with their parents. Positive

propensity civilian sales are also more likely to have

discussed the possibility of enlistment with friends who

have served or are serving in the military. As with

discussions with parents, more than half of the positive

propensity group report having discussed the possibility of

enlisting with friends with military experience, ccpared to

between a quarter and a third Cf the negative propensity

group.

Purther, the positive propensity group is more likely to

have had repeated discussions atout enlisting with parents

and friends (Table 3-5). Of these reporting having had

discussions, the positive propensity group was more likely

to hove discussed the possibility of enlistment "quite a tev

times" with fathers, mothers and friends, and less likely to

have had such a discussion ctly once. It could be, of

course, that those who are •usitively oriented Coward

joining the military are more likely to bring the idea

forward for discussion with parents. Yet the YA'S data also

show that, at least to some degree, these discussions

transmit positive influence frce parents and friends tcward

a decision to e-list. (6)

Finally, the YATS data provide evidence of the influence

of family and friends on self-rerorted decisions to make

contact with a service recruiter regardless of propensity tc
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Table 3-5. Frequency of Discusssiens About Possible Enlistment
Among 16-21 Year-Old Civilian hales by Propensity to Enlist

)Discussions Propensity to Enlist
Positive NEgative

With Father
Once 15.1 28.9
Several Times 47.4 46.4
Quite a Few Times 36.1 22.7

With Mother
Once 20.2 31.8
Several Times 44.6 46.2
Quilt a Few Times 34.2 20.4

With Friends
Once 12.7 17.6
Several Times 52,,4 SP.9
"Quite a Few Times 32.5 20.9

Note: Base is total havin9 discussions vith tathero actler or

friends.

Source: YATS* Sprinq 1979.
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enlist. Table 3-6 shows that all youths who initiated

contact with a recruiter are much more likely to resort

having done so because of "influential others" (parents,

friends, etc.) than because of advertising. This was true

for all services, with influential others being the ;rImary

motivation for more than 40% and advertising for less than

10%. As Table 3-7 shows, three of the top five influence

sources, which positively orient young males to military

service, are interpersonal contacts with family and friends.

In sum, there is little doubt that primary group ties

with family and friends are isiortant in chauelling some

youths toward and others away frcm military service. The

* substantive issue of particular interest here is the

- relation between these interfersonal contacts and the

transmission of patriotic attitudes. Questionnaire surveys,

even of the careful sort devised for the 1979 AFEES strvey

ani the NLS, cannot easily detect phenomena describing how

"values and attitudes are traossitted -across generatics or

among peers. The researcher undertaking a secendary

analysis of survey data cat only try, by wit and

indirection, to glean what inklings he can from what is

available.

The 1979 &FEES survey item on reasons for enlistment

(identical to that used in the NLS) has only one factcr in

which any of the above processe8 are directly evident. This

is the factor of family tradition, which is a special case

4 and among the least frejuently sentioned of the various

sources of interpersonal influence by all recruits. Even

recruits who were strongly influenced to enlist by a father
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Table 3-6. Impact ot Advertising and Influential Cthers
on Recruiter Contact

% Contacting Rccruiter
Service Propensity to In Response tc
Contacted Enlist Influential Others Advertisiug

Marine Corps Positive 47.5 7.2
" Negative 49.2 0.8

SArmy Positive 45.4 8.0
Negative 38.5 3.4

Air Force Positive 40.9 3.0
Negative 41.3 3.7

Navy Positive 39.4 4.5
Negative 40.9 6.4

Note: 3ase is all respondents bho coatacted recruiter.
Source: YATS, Pall 1M78.

Table 3-7. Percent of All 16-21 Year-Old Civilian Males
.Reportinq Peing Favordbly InflucucEd to Enlist By Top 5
Influence Sources

Influence soucce

One or Joth Parouts 9.3

Other Fricnds 8.9

R•ecruiting Literature
Rocieovod in nail 7.0

Friends Nov or Formerly
in Sorvice 4.8

Information Solicited
by ýial 4.6

Note: has;e is all respondents; rcsjondents were free tc
choose aore than oULŽ SoULCC

Source: YATS, Spring 1981.
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who made a career of military service might not regard

themselves as coming from a family tradition of military

service. The findings of the ATEES and NLS (unweighted

"data) which show between 10 and 15 percent of all recruitsi't."

Citing family tradition as a reascn for enlisting, may thus

represent the "tip of the iceterg', of the more extensive

processes of interpersonal transmission of patriotic

motivations for enlisting it, the military. Evidence

supporting such a conclusion is shcwn in Table 3-8. Whether

we examine the 1979 AFEES data cr the (unweighted) NLS data,

those who report joining the armed forces because of faiily

tradition are more likely to report having joined for

patriotic reasons as well. The significance of this finding

can only be established# however, by surveys having a more

appropriate research design to treat the question. Still,

there is ground for supposing that the relaticzshir

uncovered here is worth our careful attention.

Table 3-9 shows the relati¢n between military friends'

feelings toward enlisting and reports of Fatrictic

motivation. The pattern observed confirms what we saw in

Table 3-8. The more positive military friends were tcuacd

the idea of enlisting, the higher the ;ercentage of the

group who reported patriotic reasons for enlisting. This

taole is especially important because, unlike reports about

family traditon, we do not face the problem of a

(comparatively) small a-size. Nearly two-thirds of those

responding to these two items cn the &FEES survey reported

"having military friends who bad positive feelings about

their enlistment. This large Froportiln of respondents was
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Table 3-8. Influence of Family Tradition on Percent Bejorting
Patriotic Motive toL Enlisting

Beason for Enlisting
Data Survey Cited Family % Reporting Base

Tradition Patriotic Motive

Yes 93.0 669
AFEES, 1979

No 81.4 6143

Yes 82.2 146
NLS, 1980
(unwe ighted) No 63.5 812

Table 3-9. Influence of FriendE or Percent Peporting Patriotic
Motive for Enlistiug

Good Not Good Does nct Total
Idea Idea Apply

Cited Service
to Country 87.7 77.9 82.2 84.V

Did Not Cite
Service To
Ccuntry 12.3 22.1 17.8 15.1

n (3,642) (1,022) (1,008) (5,752)
--------------------------------------- nnnnnnn

Source 1979 AFEES.
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over 10% more likely to report patriotic motives than those

having friends who felt their erlistment was a bad idea.

"ClCearly, more research is required on this subject. TIhe

weight of the evidence, whether sample-survey or informal

interview, point to the importance of family and friends in

fashioning enlistment decisions. More important for us,

they suggest that these contacts are channels through bhich

patriotic attitudes are transmitted.

3. The Influence of Racrosocial Factors

In addition to interpersonal variables, we have to pay

attention to aacrosociological factors. The substance of

microsocial processes depends on the historical and cultural

context" within American society, patriotic motivations,

transmitted across generations within families and among

friends, are sustained by widespread trust and appreciation

of the nation's political traditions and institutions. (7)

In this context, transmission of a patriotic attitude is

eff.cted by the course of current political events, and the

rol, of the military in thee, as portrayed by government

leaders and in the mass media.

_---- . are dealing, first of all, with a stable political

c ulti re. It is noteworthy that Amvricans have been

characterized by the trust they tlace in their folitical

institutions. In the 1950s, 865 of a naticnal,

cross-sectional survey sample cited some feature of

America's political institutions--its constitution,
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freedoms, democratic practices, etc.--as the "thing" they

were most proud of about their ccuntry. (8) The finding

restates in the quantitative terms familiar tc 7ccial

science what observers from de dloc.4ueville on have ob~crvcd

ani found remarkable about American society. (9) This

continuity of trust in national political institutions,

lasting well over a century and a half, nurtures patriotic

attitudes; it facilitates and jus'6ifies their transmi!-icn.

Treating military service as a legitimate obiigaticn cf

citizenship, in particular, requires a high levcl of

confidence in the effective functioning of government. In

the United States, historically, tension between milltary

anl democratic institutions has been eased by the

longstanding traditions of military service by citizeii

soldiers and the subordination of filitary iAstittticrs tc

civilian control.

Still there has bcon, in rfcent years, a depiartur4 (fct

the long-term trend. Beginning in the 1960s, surveyzv hivc

rocorded substantial declines in the level of tcust [to, le

place i n the nation's political institutions. rt. iie

foreoqinq arqaeuat is correct, this shift in .uLi-ic attitude

n4kex iLt more difficult to <cra patriotic att.itud, i nl

-ztrains the counectiov betwvee Zerviny one's cour.try ind

military service. We do not havc data, unfortuvately, to

ttest the hypothesis directly, 'Lt in the Atsence of dati,

social scientists have to devise indirect neasures. It is

Sponsible, for instance, to ccmestr trcatm,.llt if I.attictic

* ,+themes, and of the military as fcond in the nass n(;Aia.

A A rich store of data are available for content analy;i.v
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in the three areas of mass entertainment, news aird

journalism, and advertising. One might compare the content

of war films from the 1950s--e.g., "Run Silent, nun

Deep"--with the content of more recent films in the

genre--e.g., the "Deerhunter." Cr, one might contrast the

frequency of and prominence accorded public statements ty

* political leaders regarding the role of the armed forces in

fulfilling the country's foreign policy (again) from the

* 1950s to the present. One might even undertake longitudinal

content analysis of the military'- advertising campaigns as

a' important source of information about its own changing

self-image. In each case, our hyiothesis is that explicit

attention paid to the military's Frimary mission (and to its

relation with particular national objectives) has declined.

other, in some sense peripheral, concerns--with proklems

associated with individual welfaor or with the gratification

of individual interests--have belpcd fill the void. in some

cases, the void zay not be filled at all. As Jonathon

Alford has aoted with reference to the British armed forces,

it is a critical problem to define the mission of au

all-volunteer force in peacetise. (10)

-Tho point of speculating like this, apart from poictitg

out areas for more reseatch, is to draw attention tc the

complicated, reciprocal relaticnship between macrosocial and

microsocial processes through which patriotic values are

shaped and carried on.

The postulated decline af extlicit attentiop to the

military's primary role in Americas society obscures the

connection between military service and service to cnc's
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country. Tn Alford's view, in fritaia, "military service

has become an end itself" and an "attractive alternative to

other forms of civilian emplovc." As a result, he fears,

"the fosteriny of martial qualities will take seccnd Flace

to the satisfaction of personal needs--a loor recipe f•r a

well motivated soldier, sailor cz airman." (11) Our own

concerns focus on the impact on civil-military relations
especially with yoWth. Failure to connect, on the micrc and

aacro levels, one's obligation. as citizen with the

military's responsibility to petform its mission cultivates

an inconsistent, if not contradictory, attitude toward the

military anong youth. So it is that high school seniors

surveyed from 1976 to 1980 repcrt increasing supjcrt for a

"strong" miliUtary eatablishleest, even o iitr

superiority, whilea at the sase taime *%- h proportioo vhc

expect and prefer to serve delifs. (12) ihere is

evidently a growing disjuncture t6tweea "opactticus flacet

on the military and on one's ova p4iitlit) to see these

expectations fultilled.

The patriotic attitude, i. other words, cannot Lt

re•arOed simpLy as -+ Mdependeut variahlq" caused t:y

a*crosocial processes of fa-cily and friendship influeace.

Ni-,rosocial processos are iaportaat aft4 they do shape toe's

attitude tovard the military as a place to serve coe's

country. Put tbey operate bI a-ynaeic environwent. ihe

substance of patriotic attitudes is fashioned decisivell ty

macroz€ocial factors as well. As a resoIst, the ýatr Wtic

attitude can be !ooked upon as a bridginy mechanism b•icbi

helps reader cobereat the relationsbip between a
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individual's local world of prizary group relationzhips and

his larger participation in the nation-state. To say this,

however, is to recognize that patriotic attitudes can alto

operate as an independent causual factor conditioning the

operation of the very macro- and micro-social factors cn

which their transmission over time defends. The next

chapter examines the implicaticns of this issue by expicring

t.h'e impact of patriotic uotivaticns on the role-selection

i.idM performance of enlisted personnel currently serving in

the military.
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CHAPTER IV

THE IMPACT OF PATBIOTIC MOIIVES CN MILITARY SERVICE

In this chapter we examine the impact of Eatrictic

attitudes on military service. The issues raised are

difficult and controversial. They embrace the theoretical

rela±tionships between personality variables and conditions

-' of work. 9ut the central concerns are more broadly tased.

Adopting the all-volunteer foreat for recruiting in 1973

radically altercd the conditions of service and gave wider

range for processes of self-selection to determine the

social composition of the armed forces. Now, almost ten

years l4ter, it is clear that the relatively disadvantaged

have volunteered at higher rates than others and are heavily

overrepresented in the enlisted ranks. Questions are raised

about the quality of such a focce and about the fairness of

distributing the burdens of defense unequally throughout

socie.ty. our focus, then, is cn the imfact of patriotic

attitudes on the social representativeness and on the

quality of the armed forces.

4• Basing our analysis on the NIS Survey data (see Appendix

A), we will address three questicns. First, are those who

report joining the military tor patriotic reascns lore

likely than others to serve in coufat or cther

military-oriented, in contrast with civi'ian-crientEd,

positions? At issue is %hether patriotic motivations affect
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the process of self-selection oL the wilitary role. a hiz

question i., treated in sectici 1. Secon 1, h1.w does t 11

distribution o 4 patriotic attitudes affcct thc sccial

, represe utativeness of the enlisted ranks, especially in

a combat and nilitary-oriented jositons? Ts the latrictic

attitude systematically a.;scciated with the sccial

background of those who serve? If so, does it reenforce the

present tendency toward a socially unrepresentative enlisterl

forte? These questions are treated in section 2. And

third, do patriotic attitudes aifect the role pertormance of

tho'se who serve? or, in othevr wcrds, how do taose; scrviny

for patriotic reasons compare in quality to those who scLve

for other reasons? This ']uesticn is treated in section 2.

Tn Jflrdwe shall drque that patriotic motivatioris arc

a cruciil factor in understanding selt-selectionl fcr

militdry roles, in mitigating the extent to Ohich

disa-lvantaqed youths are oveLtepFresented in coiat and

military-oriente'd positions, and in ex~iaiining the quality

of one's role performance.

1I. Self-Selection and the Military Role
i'I'

Before Ox,,aining the relationship between Fatrictic

attitudes and one's military rclc, we must first considclL

"what we mean by the "process of self-selection" and thc.n

assess its relevance for our study of the all-volunteer

"force.

The term "self-solecton" refcrs to the tendency in f:'cj-le
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to occupy roles tor whicL ti•ey are suited by Vericial

predispositions, talents, an4 vdluc orientations. Tht iiea

is borrowed from evolutionary theory. Natural selection

favors animals witich are adarted to their environmEntal

niche; those which are not either move on to other ýlac:s or

are selected against. Anialogously, where self-selecticu is

free to work, we expect that reoile will occupy jots that

fit their personality, modity tteir jobs to better the fit,

or else move on to other jots. (1) There are limits cf

course to how "tree" processes ct self-selection can LC.

Restrictions impinge on two levels. Uirst, people do not

have perfect knowlhdge either ¢f role requirements ct cf

their own capacities and so scoetimes they misjudge their

suitability to hold a particular position. Second, laLor

markets have imperLections aE well. OIVortuniti es for

movement into wore suitable positions may be reitrictcd for

a variety of rational and noulrLtiCral reasons. To Lccc(nizc

thence restrictions is only to ij.cciLy the coiditions under

w hik-h self-seluction oporutcz as aii important sccial

process.

In pr'inciple, uudiaj cornscriptiou in Lavor of volur.tay

enlistman~t greatly C-xpanJ1d tC LCole ot self-solectick, fcr

filling enlisted po.itioas withir the military. Yet '*Len

this policy was adotted, there %as no consensus on what the

consequences would oe.

The (;atoe Coawission put toriaid the simplest hyjothcsis.

SWhile admitting thAt eliminating ccascription was a "uaajoo"

social change, ti*i ccawmissionets loubted that reliancc Cii

volunteer3 would produce aiLy najor charyjes ini the scclal
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composition of the armed torces. (2) They arqued that acst

of those who served in the military even under conscrilticn

were volunteers. Cornsequently, the impact of self-selection

for milita ry roles wds already well-known and not

problematic. "An all-volunteer tcrce," they wrote, "will hc

manned larqely by the same kir d of individuals aE tcday's

armed forces," tia ey will te similar "in patriotinm,

political ,attitude, affectivencss, and susceptitility to

"civilian control." (3)

Underlying their argument was the conviction that value

orientations which peo~le bring with them into the milit-ry

are not fundamentally modlified ly changes in the ccnditioi;r.

of work. R.esoarch toy hail e•icc betore ptepiriny their

recomwmendations persuadlei tLer that thp experience cf

"miltary _-ir vice aad no significart impact on either ta c

attitudeis or future life chalices of those who served. (4)

The implications ot 3u(:h a view for recruitwent wu.re

obvious. The commissioners reccqnized that j'eoplc volur.teer

to sorve in the Arsued forces Ifcr a variety of rcaacnz,

449 including a sense oi duty." (5) Coiusequontly, "cliwinatinq

the finincial penalty first-toer servicemen ,rosently suffrsr

and improving other conliticna ct service will not suddeihly

change the motives; aid Lanic attitudes of new recruits." (6)

Of course if the attitudes and motivations of voluvteers dil

not vary when job cotilitiolis changed, then there was no

reason to expect that greater reliance on self-selecticii

would much alter the ccw¢osition of the all-volunteer foice.

The dati we have do not permit us to test this

esse.tiatlly historicdI hypothesis. Time series data arc
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required. Yet we can recognize that the Gates Commission's

argument on this particular matter is not inconsistent with

ours. In the opening chapter of this report, we observed

that there had been a persistence of patriotic motives axong

enlisted personnel throughout the period of the
all-volunteer force and despite the variety of charges to

levels of pay and conditions of work. The present question

is whether that persistence is related to the process of

"self-selection for military roles. Lacking data on the

distribution of patriotic attitudes among civilian youths,

we must address ourselves tc the levels of reported

patriotic motivation by occupants of various positons within

the military.

our hypothesis is that levels of reported patriotic

motivation will be positively associateA with occupational

positions more oriented to coMtat roles than to roles fcuvd

in the civilian sector. Our assumption is that those who

join the military to serve their country are more likely to

h be it t racted by roles that emtcdy the military's primary

tisk. The data reported in YaLle 4-1 supply sutstantial

evidence in favor of our hylcthesis. those who occupy

combat positions in the infantry, cn gun crews, or as seaman

specialists are most likely to have reported patriotic

motives for enlisting. In contrast, those who occupy

civilian-oriented positions as administrators, craftsmen, or

in communications are least likely to report patriotic

motives eor enlisting. Put genfrally, the table shows that

there is a positive association between occupyicg a

military-oriented role and the level of ratriotic
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Table 4-1. Seli-S0iection for tte Military nole

Military Occupational • Retorting Patrictic
Specialty Motivf

Combat
Infantry, GuncLew, Seamanshi4
Specialist 74.0 50 E, 3

Military Orieutird
Electronic Equipment Repairser 72.7 2!.66b
Medical and Dental Specialitts 71.7 13,323Non-Occupation.al (trainees) 70.9

Civilian Oriented
Service and Supply Handlers 65.4 42,33b
Electrical/Mechanical Eq£uipent

Repairmen 64.2 121,834
Functional Support and

Administration 62.2 47,933
Other Tecihuical and Allied

Specialists 57.4 c,769
Communications and Intelligiece

Specialists 48.9 23,297
SCraftmen 46.3 C,49i

---------------------

Source: NLS Youth Survey--1980.

n
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motivations.

There are of course alternative hypotheses tc be

considered. Not everyone believes that so radically

altering the basis of recruitment into the military has

benign consequences. Some fear that deemphasizing the

citizen-soldier concept of obligatory service while at the

same time emphasizing pecuniary rewards leads the enlisted

force to become a refuge for the economically disadvantaged.

This is not to deny the impact of self-selection, but rather

to see it in a different light. Given the choice to serve

or not, the military is most likely to be attractive to

those who either face truncated opportunity structures in

the civilian sector or are "pro-vilitary" or "gung bc" in

attitude. In the first case, self-selection Sculd

effectively transform the social ccmposition of the enlisted

ranks so that persons from advantaged backgrounds are

*q underrepresented. In the second case, self-selection would

swell the enlisted ranks with those disposed to violent or

aggressive techniques of probles-sclving.

P.mpirically, there are data to support the hypottesis

that the military will be attractive to the relatively

disadvantaged. Few doubt that the social representativeness

of the enlisted ranks declined during the 1970's. At

present, racial minorities and whites with low educational

attainments are overrepresented. (7) As shown in table 4-2,

; those who come from racial minorities or who bave lower

educational attainments are somewhat more likely than others

tc hold combat and military-oriented roles in the armed

forces.
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Table 4-2. Self-Selection for Military Role By Ract,
Education and Contact with Criminal Justice System

- -- --------
Percent in Cccupation

4combat military- Civilian- Ease
Oriented Oriented

bace

Vhite 16.0 41.9 62.1 425,472
Black 25. 4 16.8 57.8 1100783
Other 23.b 13.2 63.2 18,3!S

EducationalI Attajument

Some coileqe 5.5 32.3 62.2 21,81Wt
High School 1j.5 20.3 66.2 275,912
Less than It.S. G2.0 13.0 65.0 90,251

Contact with Crimindl
Justice System

Yes 2b.5 18.04 55.0 229,014
No 12.9 21.2 65.9 339,C1i

Source: NLS Youtu Survey--1910.
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The second hypothesis axbout a rilitary prelispositicn is

plausible, but ditficult to cicdit. In their study of the

all-volunteer force, Bachman, Elair and Segpal argued that

military men with career interests were more "promilitaryl,

in outlook thtu noncareer men or their civilian

counterparts. (8) But the emoirical consequences of that

difference in outlook have not been clearly shown. acre tc

the point, a moderately high ptcecrtion of youths (1S.E% of

whites; 17.3% overall). enterinS the military roiuire uoral

waivers to excuse d prior record of "criminal" offense. But

almost all of these offences (77.37 of offences by whites;

78.6% of offences vy all) involve minor traffic violations

or misieseanors. (9) deverthetlss, it we expand the net tc

include among thoue with "prctilitary" (read violent ot

-"aggressive) prodi~positions dry who hdve' been stote.1,

booked or convicted of any offences (excluding minoL trafjic

otfenco:s), then we find, as shcup in Table 4-2, that those

* having had contact with the crikinal justice systen are nort

likely than others to hold costat aud military-oricuted

roles in the armed lol'ces.

In sum, jobs clearly linkcd to the military's primary

:; nissta, are maeo attrautivo tc those Vho, see silitary

service as ohe way to serve tiheir ccuntry, to those who come

from relatively disddvantaged social positioAs and to those

who have had contact with the Criminal %justice system. It

is arguable that processes of self-selection are at Vork in

each case. Out though they arte, there is 4o rtasce to

suppose that each process works tc Froduce the same effect.
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2. patriotic Motives and Social Pepresentativeness

we want to know how the various social tases of

self-selection are related to cne another. In particular,

we want to determine whether self-selection based on

occupying disadvantaged social icsitions differs in impact

from self-selection based on Fatrictic motives and, if so,

how. At issue substantively is whether pattictic

motivations for joining the armed forces have reenforced or

offset the observed tendencies tovard a socially

unrepresentative enlisted force.

First lot us see whether rates of reporting Fatriotic

motivations for enlisting vary systematically witt the

racial identity or educational attainments of enlisted

personnel. There is no reason theoretically to expect that

the social process of transmitting a normative and positive

orientation toward the military (a process described in

Chapter III) depends crucially cn a youth's racial or

educatonal background. Our hylottesis, therefore# is that

patriotic motivatiou varies indeptndeatly of these factcts.

The data reported in Table 4-3 sapFort our hypotbhsis.

There is virtually no difference in the proportion of youth

who report enlisting for patriotic reasons by the different

ethnic identificatioas. There is some difference in the

proportions when categories are defined in terms of race.

The difference suggests that tlacks (at 66.11) and ctbet

minorities (at 67.5%) are somewhat less likely than whites

(at 72.0t) to report enlisting for patriotic reasons. Yet

no weight should be attached to these differences. They are
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Table 4-3. Percert Reporting Patriotic M.otiVation
By Race and Edacational AttaiLment

•Ease

Ethnicity

Black 69.411,S"
lti s pa 1i c 72.0 39,62 1
Not Black, Not iispLakic 71.1 582,217

R ace
31ack 66.1 192, t•

wtI i..t 72.0 59iJ.21C
ot h.or 67.51,

Educa tional Attainm~ent

Aligh School or More b4,7 5407$6
LesS th4h Hiyh Schuol 61.7 106.75C

Source: NLS Youth Lurvoy--1980.
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not substantively siutiificant. Bace accounts for less ttar

1' of the totdl variation iD rerorts of I:atriotic

motivation (R-square= 0.0003). Finally, there is a sliqlt,

but hardly signiticant, teudcncy for thosc witb higher

educational attainments t3 say they joind the military for

patriotic reasons. These findings of *ino difference,' arc

significant, for they suggest that patriotic motives oftset

rather than reeniorce clpavageE within the enlisted ranks.

We cin show now they d1o so by cxamining the relatjcnshtiL.

beween patriotic wotivat ions and educat Lor in qL'atcr

detail.

It is well-kaown that military-oriented roles and

especially comb)at positions ar mote likely to be he 1 k:y

those hdving low educAtional attairments. (10) We havt sfcr

(Tablo 4-2) toat the t4LS data dc uct c.JUtr4dict tIe pattti-r.

Ve knov further (from Table 4-1) that those vbc 4LE

patriotically Lo tLvatcd ad° pcte likely to ¢cCe•j•

military-orioutcd and combat roz~tioin•. Ihc quosticn is, 1o

they do so xuzdidlosis of uducaticsal4 atthagiMUnt? Or , 4Lt.

thoso who have& loss eiucation Ac=o likely than tho.'n Vho

have more educatio, to fill such positicus? th. diata ip

Table 4-4 a-lLo us to 4n4se&r 0e quostiua. Th, qcnetal

pattern of course ia not sutfrisiny. Those ubo joejct

patriotic botives ,kn1 thost Witt lover oducat icnaI

attaihaduts adre both *ore likely to occujy ccroat irno

military-oriouted positiow . Uhat i!; tisortant tc stC is

that the otL4ct o0 patriotic rctivatioli hclds across lhvwls

of educational attainment. lose who htav not r adu.It(•

from hilh school are about 1.6 tiges more likely to occui.y
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Table 4-4. Percent in Military Cccupatiosf By Edacational
Attainment control~iuq 'fq r,.qozttd Patriotic dotivaticn

Percent in Military Occupatiou

Attainmelit Oricnter1 Oriented

Reported Patriotic
S6.otLve

"Soae COIIeJQ 7,S 33.4 50.9 1b*Ct
Ifigh School 15.5 41.0 63.5 18S,.9
Less than .. 5, 25.7 16.0 57.5 550, C

.- Sub•total 1 1., 2C.9• 61.9 15667•20

DiO not Report
Patrit'i uc 40tivo

Hig .-Shol --- 1-.-1. o"1

,.Lois thaIn HI.S. 16.4 7.c 76.6 35,191j

% Subtotal 10.6 16. 2 73.1! 13 1,15

Source: NLS Youth 2Suvy--190.
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combat roles if they rejort Fatrictic motivations than if

they do not. The same can be said of those who have a high

school eiucation. Note that thcse with some college occupy

a combat role St_!• i_•f they report patriotic motives for,

enlisting. A similar effect is observed if we irclude

-military-oriented positions ir cur. analysis, In short,

patriotic motivations increase the educational

representativeuess or the ealisted ranks in the very roles

where representativeness is least erpected.

Patriotic motives also uitigatc the extent to which those

who had contact with the cripiual Justice system are likely

to occupy combat positions. Chc celevant data are re~crted

in TUble 4-5. As ox1iected, thcze who had contact with the

criminal justice system atre mcre likely to occupy ccM1at

roles. (They are ot:t tore likely to - acciuy

military-orieuted positions.) boteWo&thry, howeovot, is that

the percentAge of t•ose vho hWd contact Vith the crisinal

justice Systea aud occupy combat toles f horn 3f.5

to 19.8% as we move from those who do not tW those -vhi-

.report. having enlisted for patcictic souta 0s On: thc ••ter

sie, the pecceata4-- o0 those tho .hbd nat uch contact an•t)

oCccpy combat roles LIONj• •1 9.7 t to 15.% aiSa VIC move-

from those who do aot to thost who rOpOrt b3vioj e801steA

for patriotic reasoar•. In sum, patclotic uo•ivea narrou thp

3ap Which 60PpaCtes those occutinG combat roles who haVe

and have not had contact with t0e criminal Justice system,

Overall, the impact of patriotic 4otivatiolks i s

cous, tsntly tO offset rather than reenforce tht tindcocy

Stvard social u representativezess whethet based ca sccial
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Table. 4-5. eerceut in Militarl Occupation By Contact Qith Criminal
Justice System, Controlling for Belorted Patriotic Motivatica

------------------------------------------------------

Percent in Military Cccupatiot;

Contact with Criminal Combat Military Civilian Pase
Justice System Oriented Oriented

-------------------------------------- -----------

Mentioned Patriotic
Motivation

Yes 19.8 18.5 61.6 82,852
No 15.9 22.1 62.0 173,999

Subtotal 17.2 20.9 61.9 256,851

Failed to Mention
Patriotic Iotivation

Yes 30.5 18.3 51.2 146,162
No 9.7 20.3 69.9 165,051

Subtotal 19.5 19.4 61.1 311,213

--- ------------------------------------------- ----------

Sourcc: NLS Yout, Survey--1980.
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background (race, oeduc.tionl) cr a personal predisposition

toward aggressive behavior (irdicated crudely by ccrtact

with the criminal justice systen).

k. ssessing Role Performance

An important additional qucstiou about the impact of

patriotic motivation on military service concerns Ecic

V., performance. Intormation on this subject is extrcmely

limited. Oae recent study, however#, sugqest& that thosf who

"enter the service tor patriotic teasoUs are better able to

assimilate the military role than those who enter for cthcc

reasons. Based on a small saxile of basic combat traiLees,

a central fitding of this stu4y was that graduates of kiisic

* training are twice as likely to report enlisting tor

patriotic motives as are those discharged from thC sELvIce

before -completing basic training,- (11) We can generalizc

fron this findiuy aud hypothesi2t that the role petfozz4octi

of patriotically aotivated .e-otEvei wiii be significautly

difforent and oL i4Qhtr qialIty than the role performance of

other personneL. Lt&oblo.s arist of course, in dcterainyng

"hbo t-o miasure tue quality of zole [orfocmauces, especially

vhea we have to rely on survcy data. Such protias art

difficult, but they are not insLrmcuntable.

Assessments ot role perfor'ance are both subjectiv* 4nd

objective. Su-liectively, we oach judge for carstlvEZ

whother our own activity in a particular role msets,

excevds, or falls short of the standards of behavior bhich
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we think are appropriate to that zcle. The more we set or

exceed the standards expected, the sore likely we are tc tc

satisfied with our role performance; all things being ecual,

the more likely we are also to he willing to remain in that

role or in one similar to it. Ibis is just an extensicn of

the argument we already made about the prcces- cf

self-selection,. It is an imfcrtant extension because it

permits us to argue thAt exprcssions of satisfaction with

one's term of exulistment or of plans to reenlist ar* not

just expressions ol eapty sentizent. Rather they Ftovidc ut

with an indicator of how enlistcd personnel suhjectively

evaluate their own role kerformance.

objectively, others judqe out Fxtorn4uce for themsclvcz.

On the basis of their evaluatic--uhich is often collective

and made according to an institut.onalized practice--vt ar

promoted to a aote responsible jositicn or give higher

.- rewards for continuing in our ittsent position, we are left

alone to carry on as we have tee.- or, p~erhaps., ve atir

denoted or otherwise removed fzcr the role we once cccutied.

Objective evaluation. of Colo eerforsance. in other wordn,

often, leave their record iu the altered role status of the

person who was evaluated. For cur purjposes, we cAa ccgnider

the movement of enlisted personfitl through pay grades to bc

an indicator of objective (Assessmanta of role poeforaancc.

to consider our hypothesis--that role performauce is

positively associated with patrictic sotiviitions--we ace

able to draw on both subjective and objective measures.

Data bearing ou our hypothesis which draw ob subjective

S oasures are reýorted in Table 4-6. There we find threr
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Table 4-b. Percent aeportilig Patrictic Motivation
and Satisfaction with Military Eervice

-------------------------------- --

Measure of Satisfaction Pe-,cent Reporting Patriotic Motivation
with Service 4 Base

Degree of Satisfaction
with Most Recent Term
of Service

Very Satisfied 79.4 53,114
Somewhat Satisfied 69.9 255,E92
Somewhat Dissatistied 60.7 138,.59
Very Dissatisfied 55.2 79,C60

Length of Tvrm Responent
Expects to Serve

Short (1-4 years) 07.5 509,732
Intermediate (5-8 years) 68.3 179,779
Long (9 or more years) 81J.7 116,534

Reenlistment Pldno

Definitly wiil 95.8 26,289
Probably will 83.1 127,C33
Probably will not. 70.4 148,C73
Definitely will not 50.7 204,623

Source: NLS Youth Survey--1980.
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separate indicators of individual satisfaction with tLeir

role performance, ranginj from degree of satisfaction with

sOSt recent term ot service tc flans for reenlistment. All

three show a strong positive association between

satisfaction or commitment to rcle and the level of reFcrted

patriotic motivation. .O these the strcngest measure is

reenlistment plans. of those who say they definitely will

reenlist, 95.8% report enlisting for patriotic reasons. Cf

those who say they definitely will not reenlist, orly 50.71

report enlisting tor patriotic Leasoias. Note that this or~e

variable explans nedrly all of the variable in refcrted

patriotic sotivatio, (R-square= C.940). Overall, the da~a

provide stroug uupl.ort for tht proposition that positi!)e

subjective assessments of role 1ýerformance are positively

associated with the level of reczted patriotic motivation.

It is important to go on to ne whether objective seaeures

4
con-fire th-is reldtioausitip.

On a superficial ana~ysis thy do not, the association

between pay grade an4 xolorte ot patriotic mctlvation

without further control:s is plaitly negative. That it is

only -bows how careful ouit a' w whe n lusing

cross-sectioual data to answer questions about the outcose

of social proceas. It is alitcpriate in this catt to

control for lenath ot service. Uben Qe deo, as reporttd in

Table 4-7, the association •tatca pay grade and ratrictic

motives is shown to be positie. 4 lar1uL JOrcCUtad€ oi

those who reported patriotic activations occupy baghet [.ay

grades than those who do not. lbe Fattern is especially

cletr in the higher pay gra4Is (above E-4) for thosE who
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4.

Table 4-7. Percent in Pay Grade Ey riejortel1 Patriotic

motivation Controlling for Length of Service

Percent in Reported Patriotic motivations
Pay Grade Yes No overall

-ulisted 1974
El-E3 0 0 0

Es 42*2 414.6 43.,i
E6-E9 36.8 0 21.

I (21465 (1.110)(4t274)

Enlistet 1475-

R 61.2 .5, 4.7,9.. Es 36 .6 32 .1 34 ,-s
" 1• -B " O 0 0

..V 12 (1 .1 11, , 0 )tE,31!2)

0 Enlisted 1976

• : i-E) 15,'4 .25i -1 "10•. 2

95 ,J . 17 12 21.6

E6O-99 0 0 0

,Z,, _ _. .......... .92



Table 4-7. Percent in Pay Grade Fy Peported Patriotic
Motivatiozt Controlling tor Length of Service (Cont'd)

Percent in Reportcd Patriotic Motivaticns
Pay Grade Yes No Overall

Enlisted 1977
E1-E- 23.6 34.2 26.6
E4 69.5 58.9 66.5

6.8 7.0 6.9

E6-E9 0 0. 0

(14,714) (56,479) (199,993)

Enlisted in 1978
E!-93 61.1 61.9 61.4
E4 35.8 34.7 35.1
E5 3.1 3.4 3.
E6-09 0 0 0

(4104,774) (70,0180) (174,7U2)

Enlisted 1979
I1-E3 87.7 97.4 92.c

F412.3 0: 6. 2
E5 0 2.6 1.3
E6-E9 0 0 0

(1),0424) (6,205) (12,*29)

I Source: tRLS loath~ Survoy-'1980,
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enlisted before 1977. it is mote clear in the grade ct E-4

for those who eniistcd in 1977 or later. When intcrpreti.ng

these data our assuamption is that the rate proaotiori frcz

year to year is high~er !or those who report Fatriotic

'3motivations thdanit is for thosc who do not.

Ideally we would have Jciiyitudina'l datd -to trac* the

promotion.. rates oi, tkose who xreort and fail to tefort

patriotic reasons f~pr entering the service. And in tit(* Cf

course* the tNLS datqýi ill sutply a rich store ot. such d5ata.

At this poi~nt, -however, only suggestivv- data are avifilablco,

In Table 4-3 ve present data atout promotio4 to pay ;rades

E-4 a ad o6ver betaeon the 1979 and 19-80 administraticr-s of

t-he RLS SUCVQOy Thiire We find -.evidence which confirtz- oet

.a nlysis of, Tilble 4-71 -Tho so bkc were frouotod to higther

rauks toend ... y l. Trg* mria to. bec dravn frou thostvb hc.

rpor ft having oaitcd t a so r vo t he Ir c cuntry.

we Th w U ~a, a CO is t n~t Pttekeg its -ILh daita

support of. the propozsitloon A1Juat t hase vho- 'ac toC.tivatei t.

4evtby patrotiv reasopo3Luervc &oc4fet ly than~ thosc

who onll:jt. tor other roazoni. . The -bvidcnce for thiis

propo~sition ias'drava bot h rpcsa subjective And objective

4s~es~ment -a r(lojerforatice a#4 f cc* cross sectioisal as

well as louqitudi~i4 a Oal1pwsono

X 4. Submary

T'he ial~oc prpose -of this ciaptor Was to exasint the

impact of patrio.tic attitudes on military service. it
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Tabc 48-. Pat--iotiC Motivatict a~d P[roaotic to
Pay Grades r-4 and over, 1979-I.SO

•.5

I.
Bieported Patriotic- Prosottd to Pay Grade

"- Ifotivation 84 I5 F6-19

I ;

TYO 69.2 72.5 100.0

.No .30. 27.5 .

S "
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constitutes an im~ortant lick in o~ur argument about

patriotis5 overall. The fersistence of ratriotic

attitudes--even their importance- as motives for

enlisting--matters very little if they dc not affect the

N behaviors of those who enlist. what we have shown in this

chapter is that these attitudes have behavioral

consequences. People who enlist for patriotic reasons are

Amore attracted than others to till roles which art central

to the military's mission. Because patriotic attitu4es are

not systematically associated with major cleavages in accial

background, their impact mitigates the trend toward.

overreprosontation of disadvantaged youths in combat and

4military-orientod roles. Finally,1 whether measured

subjectively'or, objectively,, those who serve for &atrictic

reasons servo more ottectively than others.

a) Mli ,Kh n.Crv cclr JtCaiio o
Pesnlt.a4aiuia itsaa fTerScroa

*0, o -~igigl~i9 eill 8 S10102 p

(N m i 1 Q12W M'W l?99201 F19

* (1) Selti L.gKob Satnd canu SchNcl J.r Wlotab , Condtio san

(Wasim itoft. * D.C.:ntoo D.70): Bro.ng 12.ttt

.1"21, pp. 3-10; Charles C. Noskos* Jr., "Salting t*A
3Afl1-voluintnr Aparc. Vonk,0 r2I1fla MtIaW (tall. 198 1), PIP.



18-22; Morris Janovitz and Charles Ca deskos* Jr., "Five
Years of the All-Volunteer Force: 1973-1978,- Agned Fcrces
i1A Sgciex 5 (February, 1979) ; pp. 171-215.

(8) Jerald G. Bachmap, John D. Blair and David R. Segal,
1_11. A_ -VVoqtK Lo£.,'(Ann Arbor* Michigan: Inivezsity
of dichigan Press# 1977).

(9) Martin tdiukia and lark J. !itelberg. 2p. qAt.. pp.
54-!-5# 169.

(10) I~bj.,, pp. 55-57, 173-175.

(11) Michael T. Anderson, Short Tra Consequences of United
States Army basic Training. Ph.r. Dissertation Department of
Soclology, University of Chicago, 1981.
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CHAPTEB V

THE LIMITS AND POTEN7TALS OF PATRIOTISM

IN THE CONTEMPCIAZY SETTING

Patriotism is a persistent and important factor affecting

the quality and composition ct the all-volunteer armed

force. Because economic or varket-based explanaticn. of

decisions to enlist and reenlist do not take this factor

into account, they are seriously deficient. In this

chapter, we will review the priLciFal arguments and evidence

which led us to this conclusion. Where appropriate, we will

point out what we regard as being the practical implications

of our reseatch. In this way we hope to describe tte liaits

and potentials of patýiotism in the contemporary settinq.

Patriotista is a complex attitude. We defined it as the

readiness to act ir the service of one's country. .14

attitude is compoaed ol two. -paA. One , art, p dealing with

the readiness to act, is based c1 sentiment, out fce izv,.s cf

"--.attachment for aa•d belon.]ini " to the territorialpolitical

community which defines the .ation-state. Typically,

,definitions :of patriotism only treat this aspect o.f the.

attitude.. But they are i cc aleto. ' Sentioents takc us

ready to act, they do not %ell us. how to act. The siccon

part of our definition deals iIth the beliefs that OGtin.

what it means to serve oue's ccuntryo We view this part as

the critical covipcnont of patrictiso. It is critical in tvc
"senses. First, narrowly, these teliets isply a standard £0o
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evaluating whether dfly particular action cai, Li ccns.,idcred

"patriotic."f Second, it is critical in the sonse thiat thesc

beliefs are sabject to tra~nsformation over time as we adapt

N ~to changing circuastances and learn irom ouir naticnal.

history. In the absence of war, the relevance of patriotic

motives for decisions to onlist cr recrilizt in the military

depend very much an the persistence of beliefs that military

service is an appropriate way tc LEerve one's country. It is

noteworthy thait throughoiit the years of the all-voluLteer

force, 80%-90% of career and two-thiiu1z of firSt teLU AtMy

enlisted personnel agreed that. cvctyone shculd hav~e to ser~ve

his Countr in so 1;ea way. T he f indiug stg 9est that

nocmative factors,, especi.Ally the patrio tic aptive.E, rcm.iin

important t6 those Wilo serve, drsite the emphasis ovet the

last decade oua economuic incentives toz joining tue axmcd

forces. The substantive results of out: research documunt

4 the fact.

our first finding iS that U-Crmat!VC motiveS,, to ianClUdC

patriotism, are at le~ast -is ispc~tant as economic inccztives

for understdudiak) why young people volunateer for wilit~try

sevice. over 7 0.) o t youtfin currently onrviaj joinci to

serve their country 1iwi 73.41 joined to Lotter thtmaelves,

In contrast to tiucso norzmati've ccsmitvetktS,, only 13.11 of

those curren ly sorving s~aid tfey joitiod teo ars a better

income and 9 1 said they joined because they vctt

USOMPloye4. The patteru of 2zac-ccdetc otrelations aecnq a

S~t o f xvaious~ tor onlitsting Suijplements these tindisgsp.

Vornative enud nofltecohIaic activaticus are hiql~ly

j te crrlated while econotic icnie c it
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suggesting that normative and noneconomic motives exert a

cumulative and reenforcing influence whicu econcmic

incentives do not. In addition, cluster analysis shows that

the largest proportion of those Vho enlist

characteristically do so tror a desife to serve their

country.

On the basis of these results, we telieve that the

present neglect of normative factors in rodels of military

aanpower analysis is unjustificd. Future research designs

should he expanded to teake acccuut oi the patriotic varieale

and other normative factors which our study indicates ar* so

irportant.

Our second fiuding is that vocializationi exlericnces

within the family and amoug fzieLds decisively affect the

formation and trLasaission of pratriotic attitudes. The

distribution of these attitudes, put otherwise, does not

vary systematically witb clat.a-tased or ethaic cleavatos.

There is a very low loval of correlation tetween raoc at

educational attaittwent or fathet's occupation asd the 1cvel

of self-repoLted patriatic wotivation. hore important aL•.

the micro-processes of pciparLy group influeco exer-ted !y

'family and -riends. Tho data herc are partial (altouqf tht

influence of tatily and tricods ca decisious to enlist is

well-established).. But they document that thosi Joining the

armed forces b'ecause ot tamily ttadition are more likely

than others--ay 10 to 20 peacentaqe points--to repnrt havitp

eal.isted for patriotic reasons. Sitiliarlyf 87.7% -f tLo.ais.

having military friceds encouta~uq their ealisttent Eay

they etlisted to serve thei: country, vhile only 77.9% of
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th-s.: having military triends discouraging their eulistment

say they enlisted to serve their country.

In addition to aicrosocial irccesses, however, ue argucl

that. jacrosocial factors are alsc importaut. The substance

of [patriotic attitudes transmitted on the microlevel is

formed by the content of the ccuntry's political-cultural

traditions and modified over time by current events,

especially as they are reflectcd ty the mass media.

These findings raise doubts about the etficacy ot

recruitment advertising which eaphasizes individualistic and

A econaomic appeals. Such appeals, presented to matkhets

targeted on thp basis ot selected social structural

"characheristics, may ,>ever react number of youths wbc ar.

able and in,;lincd to ewlist foz Fatriotic reasons. If they

do reach such youths, thPy Aay raise questions about vhether

the military is different Zrot civilian eslloyment; it is

essential to deaainst rate the lr10 between wilitary service

and service to one's country. Advertisizg mdy be zor'-

appropriate w•iau it tells wulat the military is doing and

vhat it has donv. The #mpiasis is on dkscribing if d

straightfov.ard adid matter-ot-tact way the tiational service

performed by thosu who enlisted in the past and wbo e:ý"zt

today.

of course, everything cannct be vade to deieod upcn

recruiting programs or even upce the load.-rship of military

personnel. The issues we are dealing with extend ttyond

matters of protossicadL sociali2ation to encoeapass civic

educatbin. In a stucloar era, wbeu deterrence is the ptizary

military mission, it is essential that CiVilian Jo1itical
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leaders take the initiative to state explicitly how military

activities are related to successful execution of the

nation's foreign policy. It is appropriate for political

leaders, as warranted by events, to express to the nation

our collective appreciation of the achievements of the armed

forces in keeping the peace.

The aim is not to recommend a policy either of "flag

waving" or "saber rattling" for dcoestic display. It Is to

encourage a comparatively high level of critical discussion

and thought about the role of the military in a democractic

polity acting within the context of a nuclear age.

Our third finding is that those vho enlist for patriotic

reasons are more attracted than others to fill ccmbat and

military-oriented roles and that they perform better than

9thers do in those roles. The self-selection of

patriotically motivated personnel for combat roles is an

important finding. Because patriotic attitudes are not

systematically associated with social structural positions*

those who are patriotically motivated tend as a group to be

more socially representatLve tkan those who are not. 1his

means that recruits who come from more advantaged social

positions and serve in combat rcles are very likely to have

enlisted for patriotic reasons. As a practical matter, it

means that enlistments based c patriotic motivations

mitigate the trend toward overtepresentation of youths in

combat and military roles. Finally, the role performanee of

those who enlist for patriotic teasons is higher than the

performance of others. fleasurea of role performance ate

problematic, but the finding is sustained whether we use
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subjective measures, like satisfaction vith term of seevice

or plans to reenlist, or objective measures, lite the rate

of promotion. Patriotic attitudes operate to improve the

quality and composition of the enlisted armed force.

The importance of patriotic motives for enlisting ard of

their continuing impact during enlisted service is

documented by the study. Continued neglect of the patriotic

factor and of other normative factors in accounting for the

composition and quality of the armed forces can hardly be

justified. This is not to deny that many questioss kcyond

those raised here still need to be addressed.

Attention ought to be given, in particular, to studs hov

patriotic motivations, vith which a vast majority enter the

military, can be built upon tc Izovide individual and group

motivation and cohesion sufficient to cope with the

difficulties, uncertainties, and contradictions of military

service. The possibility for disillusionment and for the

erosion of patriotic attitudes is suggested by our finding

that enlistees not yet serving are much more likely than

those already serving to cecrt enlisting for patriotic

reasons*

Nionetheless# the persistence and importance of patriotic

motives is clear. They have .rckably eased the transiticn

to an all-volunteer force. let their continuing positive

contribution to the quality and composition of aroed forces

should not be taken for granted. Current emphasis on

economic incentives and the and neglqct .of normative motives

alters the social definition of Ohat it means to serve in

the military. For patriotic mctives to be effective, the
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uilitary must be regarded by civilians and soldiers alike aE

a special institution througk which one can Ferfozm a

national service.
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AiPENLIX A

DESCHIPTICN CE SURVEYS

Data for this rek.ort are drawn frcm two sources: The

National Lonqitudiudl Survey (EItS) of Youth--1980 and the

Armo.1 Forces Entrtince and Examinaton Stattion (AFFS) Survcy

of 1979. The purpose of this aicndix is tc 1'rovi4e a kciei

description ot thu ,uirv,.ys. Both desriptions are taken ft¢rc

documentation supplied with the survey data.

The NI.S Youth Survoy is a stratified j'robability tam.j:e

of youth divided iuto two parts,, acnmilitary and military.

The first part cohiists of a vam2le of youths (N=11,4OC)

between the fA. £d 14 and 21 ot January 1,1979. Mcmbers of

tbhirn saalp wore not scuers ot tfe military at thf tilc cr

the initial jurvcy doue in 157'). I [ioy were chcs.ii for

inclus;ion .xcuor4in.j tt) s2lcctiot cr.Ltr i4 Ic-i jngd to

produce larle subsamples in eac)" of the folLcw.ing grouks:

Ilisi ani.: "tics (n=946)
Ifispauic feealeo (n=970)
Black ffiei (u=1,444)
Black Females (n=I,,419)
4Wnnhispdnic, Noai;ahckJ, Fconjoically

Disddvautayed Malon (P=744)
Nonhispanic, Nonblack, Economically

Disadvautaged Peuiits (n=899)
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.Jonhispinic, Nonblack Maales (n=2,,441)
!onoispdnic, Noribldck FcLales (1=2,475)

All respondents are assigned weights in such a way as to

produce group joiulation }tejecticns when Use'! in

tabulat ions.

The second part consists of a sample of youths (n=1,230)

who were between the ages of 17 and 41 on January 1,1979 and

who were serving in the military. These respondents wcrv

selected from a roster providfd by' tie Departmcut of

Defense. liemen were sampled dt a rate apj~roximately Eix

times that used tor males. This resulted in it suLsamwle ot

823 male military personnel and a aabsaxple of 457 female

personnel.

by 1980t tho totai numoer o± ycuths in thie populattics who

had some military expeieucc c.cecded 1,280, Some (lnaC9)

in1clude4 ill tho 1ohilttary jart of the 1979 Survcy had

dlread-y everved in thc- military. Mors[ (or-212) who had nct

sorvot! bo-fore, enlisted betvoc-P ttc' dates of tho !IM anQ

1980 interviows. Ih all, the tetal number ill the s~i-l-l

with soze military experieucc cquals 1,p701. Then sullt ar

table below indicatos their military status as of 1580.

out of tu -;orvice bj 1979 (n=209)
qervin4. In71'7), oat by 19F0 (n=109)
Servintj in 197v• and 1960(l111

Fu't'tod 19110 ,ind aervinq j1o:120)
19d0, tiot y-t st-rving (a84)

As in the first p|aLt, al rosrcv'4tnts were assigned wvightt;

in such a way is to pKocucO gicup IopUlAition PJLcjCtionr-

when us¢c in tabulations.

one final note ia reuired. Although a numter at poo.1I(I 106



who have served, but aro no Icinjcr serving, are incluilcd Iin

this second part of the youth samile, critical data atout

their reasons tor enlisting and their reasons fo getting out

either were not gathered or were not qodei. cosequcntly,

we were not abie to iaclude a section which compared th(

experience of those curreittly serving with those not

serving. (Similarly, the numLer Eervinq in the Cuard cr in

the Feservos was too small tc Fermit detail:id analysis

here.) Unless otherwise noted, cur use of this survey is

confined to tuose currently serving in 1979 and 1900.

14

The AFEIES Survey is tormally titled 'the 1979 DoD Survey

of Personnel Bnterinc 111ittry 5crvice: Wave 2.

The .1222 99.2 k~uc 21 L~ gU EnteingdjL~j,

Lt~vt was dmianistared to eilistees dt the Armed tCLCel

Fifntrance Exa inatI•.o Stations (AFI-S) iumediateiy utter they

were sworn in. The urpose of the survey was to prcvidt. tht

Office of the secretary of Dclenso (CSD) and the military

Services with dati thit can Lc used in iolicy folmulatioll

and research, espocialLy io the areas of accessicu 41nd

first-term attritioit of Active iozcr enlistW personnel. It

is the only survey idaiiiistered to perscnoel in all tour

services at an identical point in their military catcr:r,

i.e. imaediately on enlistment.

The sorvey was designed to be administered it twc
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questionnaire variants, one focused primarily oil the

enlistment process, the othet cn identifying possille

predictors of attrition. Both variants contain a ccmmcn set

of items designed to collect kackground information about

the individual. In addition, tc study possible differemccs

between ind]ividuals who enlist at different tiacs of thp

year, the survey was administered in two phases, 6 calendar

months apart. The first phase cf the survey, wave 2 (Forms

3 and 4) was administered in Sertember-Octchor 1979. Cata

collection took place at all 67 AMES stations.

Nost of the iatormatio, collected in the 1799 AfFrFS

survey rolates to the enlistment decision Frccoss and to tne

charactoristics and experiences of the individual prict to

enlistment. To take maximum advantage of the enlisteest

recall of inforsatiou, the 4ue.ticnnaires vwre aduinistLrcd

as close to tAo enlistment decision Vcint as poseitle and

before they had military expericace.. These consideaticuC,,

combined with a legal requitemcnt prohibiting survey of

individuals until .ulter they have beer. sworn into the ALoctI

F0orcas, led to a deo;iig that limited reston'ents to men ani

women without Any prior militaxy service who were Active

Force accessions and who would be interviewed as soen as

Vossiblo after the onlistsaent decision point. In practical

terms, this meant ititervieiny iv4ividuals who wveo 9cintj

into the Delayed Eutry Proqr•i (DEP) or who ware kLing

processed and sent directly to ttainiig.

* To simplify administration and provide sufficient cases

S.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • _ - •. .... .. . .



for analyses of vdrious stLqrcurs, e.g., Service, rcgion,

recruiting district and eaucaticnal group, the design callcd

for interviewing 100 percent of the survey-eligitle

respondents duriny two desigrated 20-day periods. We

estimated that 18,4O(.0 to 25,OOC survey-eligible individuals

would be processed during each cf the 20-day periods. Eince

we planned to administer tuo somewhat diffcrent

questionnaires simultaneously, the expected sawples for each

questionuaire wore simply 50 pezccnt of the survey-eligitles

at each AFEES during the 20 days. The %ave 2 survey was

actually conducted i6 the pericd Lctween 4 S3eptenter and 6

November 1979. depeudin, on the AFEES station, and a total

of 15,219 questionnaires .ere rcturned.

The instructions for sav~le selection wors

straiqhtforvard. Haud sonitored the survey administration

through periodic telophone calls to the ALES. Preliminazy

Indicatiour Liuzjcgt, uevertheless, that somo AFPES did not

always follow the iustructiots for collecting data and

ident ifyinq rospaoudetits.

To verify the sauole compositicn, tho sampliang criteria

were applied to the U.S. Army Pccruiting Coomand (US0#1KC)

accession records fzor all individuals ;.rocessed between

September and Hovesbcr. A post hoc sample vas then selt%.-te

using the actual survey allmialstration dates tor each IMS.

This sample of 27,U31 individuals should includt thp

accession record of edch individual ubc Cootlett.) a

questionnaire as Veil as of each who .as survey-eligtil* Lut

did not return a 4uestionnaire.

Using information iu the questicnnaires, ve tritd tc AiLk
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I;the 15*880 qg&estionzuiires Wittb thc USAORC records. '1he

linkage identified 307 questiontaires that wcre comr.Ietc-1 1,y

.ineligible individu~als, and tthese were removcd from tbe

files. The resp~onse rate3 was !6 Fercent. If our CULrent

analysis reveal~s no sub.stantial differeaccs betieen tbf

characteristics of those who returned suarveys and those who

did not, the data can be used titbout weights or additional

adjustments. If a b~ias is tou&d. correttive measures uill

I have to be taken.

The 1979 AHkES Survey is-cotics~d of four gesticnavairs;

Forms I and 2 adimiuistered in kave I (spxinqj)t and Forms 3

and 4v, adviniate~rt~d in gtve 2- Ifall).. Tb gaestictr~airt

development process t~ot the survey vas guided _by tvo vajot

consideratioar.: (1) ralevanct ýcf the. LtOat& to impottant

policy itwuos roiatiaq to acc zic.0 -and- first-t~er*i attritiou

and _(2) acco~modatiou Of -GVttz ~earch. act-d of as at

group of Poteatial. Usr .4.s joz~itlo.

It beco a pp4~4areat in deighnsin va ~t~

%juestiounaaitre th'4t. Ovn -a .11.4406s Iat, ,)f anmily.ic

sequiromoacut COULd but be iact io coo- quttOIalloale sc

quostlonsairc' would have requirtd wcll ov'~r an bout of each

respondout's-tive. 1 eces respondoiot bucdeh, two

quoestionnasies were desiqnedr with early Of the It'099

included 4n both. Znt *ddiizou to the. common set, it#ems

AA desig ned to c*Llect. ietailtd inforsatiop ALCUt t ho

e-Adistment. pracass veto cltisteLed in koto 1. a 'itour ot

itesi *ideatified ~A± s, assitle jFr*Oictors of Attritien~
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togother with items asked specifically of female exlistct-E,

were clustered in Form 2. The Wave 2 , utsstionnaires

continued this broad substantive di,tinction tetween tLe twc

forms; Form 3, like Form 1. emsbasized enlistment; Form 4,

like Form 2, emphasized attrition and issues relatcd to

v oaen.

44
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Ak:-iýNDIX E

I TECUNIQUES OF ANALYSIS

% The methods used in this i.vort are, on balarce, not

complicated. Except for the cluster analysis of Chapter II,

they do not bear extended treatment. A brief descripticn ct

the clusteriii tqcLL~ique we used is p~rovided below,,

We used an alngorithia called "fastclus" which is paLt of

the SAS sta- isticdl package. It is based ou the Euclidean

distance computed fLtm one or more gaantitative variablcs

for each respondent. The aim is to minimize thi sul cf

squared distances from the cluster means withia c-.ach

cluster. As a recult, the distan-ýe betwen c¢luster Metters

is ilss than the distancos .sOj,-.ttimg memteOs of ditfi.rwot.

clusters. We used the tec•nique, tb.rei4to, as the

appropriate one to separate Lesjond-ents ,hivi(j dlifterfalt

patterns of response to the qu(stiof, "fov. what. r aacu did

you enWist'0".

The cluster outc¢,ucs. -1, not l1cud .theitstlveo, e dn.j I• -Y to

statistical evaluatiou. Bocaus* tbe Froceduro. sey,•ates like

from u, likt reilondc ots, even ctservationn d'ra4n ftrce t

ratidom sample are likely to bo clusterd.iin ways that produce

stat i..tically siquificait " mearlt on a v4riabie bLtv cc
clusters. What is tho alpto-riate infere.ne to thc

pcpulation? populdtiou? Analysis of variantJ, in cth'L

words, is inapprojriate.!The validity ot any clusterin•j
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outcome for the present at icast, still depends on its

h uristic value.

For more informati)n on this procedure., consult the

current _ S n__j, 19 U2, and teferences cited thee.

A1 ,

.1,

'.4,. '*'.'

'S . - "

.I* .
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APPENDIX C

A NOTE UN THE TERM "NCtECCNCMTC INCENTIVE"

We undertook this researcL to compare the relativc

importance of ecoacmic and noneconomic incentives fol

enlistment into the armed forces. We kn.w at the outset

that consideration of patriotic motives would be an

important part of our enleavor. As the title of cur zreort

suggests, patriotism has become a central theme for this

wOrk. In contrast, the phrase "ncneconomic incentives" is

nowhere mentioned outside this preface. The shift in

emphasis does not indicate zity failjure to do what we set

out to 4o. it ind3icates instead the result of our rescarch.

As work proyressed,• the notion -t OnorarioncMic

incentivesO proved trublesome to us on two counts. First,

* theoretical~ly4 taue coucopt# "incentive.". seemed to us

* inevitab.1vto aoevej tihe id*A of an external reward uhich
4, . " .

o"n• r-ceivel, on pctormiloq soece Facticular act. s suct•, it

t iW1 us to A process ot e:chanr,-essentially economic in its

atructare. %it tied -us, in other."words, to thinkina .alout

supj.enseaiy 'i~oac~on4mic, tacto0s -W the samp vay iue think
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